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[Inside From Cover] 
Moƒes Fargos- Orderly Book 
keept By himƒelf at Cambridge for the Uƒe 
of Capt William Coits Company it 
Being the 4th Company and 6 Regment 
under Colon Samul Holden Parƒons of 
Lyme 
IN CONNETICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN 
AMERICA 
1 7 7 5 
Begining Apriel 23d 
[Title Page] 
ORDERLY BOOK 
for 
CAPt WILLIAM COITS 
COMPANY 
Campt at Cambridge, April 23d 
A D 1 7 7 5 
[The Orders ] 
General orders Aprail 23d 1775 
That Each Adjutant Serjt Majr and Each Sert be Imme-
diatly provided With orderly Books in order Regularly 
to Enter the orders of the army. 
that the Adjutant genoral obtain as Soon as posable 
a Compleate Return of the army in order to Form an 
Eaqiul Duty Rool [?Roll?] 
General orders Aprail 24th 1775 
that the quarter Maƒter of Each Regment Be Dericted 
to see that proper kitrels be provided from Som of the 
Inhabatants for the Uƒe of the provential troops untill 
the province Stores Can be Deliverd out and that the 
Commanding Officers of Each Company See that they 
be Returned in proper seson 
Field Officer of the Day Colon Henƒhaw 
Field Officer of the picquit to Night Coln porter Majr 
Sawyer the piquit to Contain seven Captans 14 Subal-
tins 28 Serjts Rank and File. 
Field Officer for the Main guard Colon Bridges Majr 
Curtan the Main guard to Conƒist of Six Capts 12 Subal-
tains 24 Serjts 300 Rank and File and that the officers be 
prepaired this morning and Releave the preƒant guard 
and that Vaults in some Convenant plaƒe for Each 
Regiment 
Genoral orders Apriel 25th 1775 
Field Officers of the Day Colon Fry Maj r Raymond 
The picquit to Conƒist of Seven Capt Subaltans 28 
Serjts 320 Rank and File 
Field Officers Colon green Majr Miller 6 Capts 12 
Subaltains 24 Serjts Rank and File be provided this 
morning at Nine oclock to Releve the preƒant guard 
Adjutant of the Day gager that l Captain 2 Subal-
tains 2 Serjts and 40 privits be Deliverd and Repaire to 
the Faresƒt guard on Charleston Rode and there waite 
the orders of Mr Devons one of the Committe of safty 
To appear Immeadialy on the Common 
Osgood Brigade Majr 
Genoral orders Apriel 26 1775 
Parole Hancock 
Field Officer of the Day Colon Doolittle 
Field Officers of the picquit to Night Colr Holdane 
Majr Biglow 
Field Officer of the Main guard Levt Bracket Dinƒ-
more 
that 2 Companys be Datached from the picquit and 
posted as Follows (Viz) one at Mr Inmans and one at 
Charleston Rode that the Revaley Beat Every Morning 
at 4 oclock that at the Beating of the Troop the officers 
and picquit be immeadatly Aƒembeled on the parade the 
tatoe to Beat Every Eveing at Nine oclock that after 
ye Beating of the Tatoo there Be a profound Silance 
through the Camp 
Adjutant of the Southgate 
June 1st Genoral orders 
Parole Ipswiph Counterƒign Newbury 
officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Nixel [Nixon] 
Field oficer of the picquit Guard to Night Majr 
Wood 
Field officer of the Main Guard to morrow Colon 
Hutchesen 
Field officer of the Fitigue to morrow Levt Colon 
Robarƒon 
14 15 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Nixon 
That the Commanding officer of Each Regment De-
tachment or Company Daily Visit his solders whether in 
Barricks or in tents and oblige them to keep themƒelfs 
there Barricks and tents Clean. The officers that Do 
not Strictly adhear to theƒe orders are to be Reported to 
head quarters and the Soldiers that Disobeys the officers 
orders In this Respect are to be Confined at the Main 
Guard untill they Shall Receve Som adequate punish-
ment to a Crime So heanous that the officers shall 
oblige them to keepe there parade Clean and Bury there 
Stench 
Samll Oƒgood Maj r of Brigaide 
June 3d 1775 
Parole Marblehead Counterƒign Lynn 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Manƒfield 
Field officer of the Picquit guard to Night Majr 
Field officer Main guard Levt Colot Bond 
Officer of the Fitigue to Morrow Putnam 
adjutant of the Dat to Morrow Putnam 
Genoral Orders. 
that the Commanding officer of Each Regm t Detach-
ment or Company oblige all that are of Duty under his 
Command to be paraded at 4 oclock in the afternoon 
and be Redy the Whipping 2 priƒenors Steeling at 5 
oclock 
Samul Oƒgood Majr of Brigad 
June 4th 1775 
Parole Beverly Counterƒign Rowly 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colod Wood-
brige 
Officer of the Picquit to Night Butterik 
Field officer of the Main Guard to Morrow M. Let 
Col Parker 
Field officer of the Fitigue Majr Putnam 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Montague 
June 5 th 1775 
Parole Salƒbury Counrerƒign Haverhill 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Patterƒon 
Field officer of the picqut Night Majr Poor 
of the Main Guard to Morrow Morning Levt Colon 
Whiting 
of the Fitigue to Morrow morning Majr Jackson 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Warner 
June 6th 1775 
Parole Glouceƒter Counterƒign Topsfield 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Let Colon Preƒcott 
Do of Picquit to Night Majr Putnam 
Do of the Main Guard to Morrow m Levt Colon Jones 
Do of the Fitigue to Morrow Morning Levt Colon 
Robartson 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Green 
June 7 th 1775 
Regmential orders 
That the Commanding officers of Each Regment De-
tachment & Company make out a Compleat Return of 
the Numbers in his reƒpective Regment Detachment and 
Company the Number of arms Sutiable for Service and 
how Many Rounds Each Man is furnished with 
Samuel Oƒgood Majr of Brigade 
16 17 
June 8th Genoral orders 
Parole Shelburn Counterƒign Conway 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colo Scaman 
[Scammans] 
Do of the picqut to Night Majr Brooks 
Do of the Main Guard to Morrow M. Levt Colon 
Moultan 
Do of the Fitigue to morrow Morning Majr Stacy 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Marƒdon 
Regmential orders 
That the Commanding officer of Each Company see 
his Company paraded on the Grand parade by 4 oclock 
in the aftermown in order for Regmential Exerƒises That 
Each Commanding officer See that his Clerk Calls over 
the Role Every Morning and Night before he Marches 
on the grand Parade and see that they are all there— 
that Each Commanding officer see theƒe as well as the 
Regmentel Orders of Yerƒterday punctully obeyed or he 
may Depend upon Suffiering according to the Rules 
of war 
Genoral orders June 9th 1775 
Parole Sunderland Counterƒign Montague 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Nixon 
Do officer of rhe Picquit to Night Majr Woods 
Do officer of rhe Main Guard to M. - M. Let Col Bond 
Do officer of Fitigue to Morrow M. Majr Wood 
Adutant of the Day Holdan 
from Capt Coits Comp. 1 Subn 1 Corpl & 15 privits 
Genoral orders June 10th 1775 
parole Northfield Counterƒign Brimfield 
field officer of the Day to Mor Colon Gerish 
2 
18 
Field officer of the picquit Night Majr Butrick 
Field officer of the Main guard to Morw Morning 
Levt Colon Bracket 
Adjutant of thc Day to Morrow Febdiget [Febiger] 
Draught of Capt Coit Company 1 Sert 1 Corperal & 
9 Privits 
Genoral orders June 11th 1775 
Parole Glyn Counterƒign Wilkes 
Field Officer of the Day to Morw Colon Manƒfield 
Field Officer of the Picquit to Night Majr putnam 
Field Officer of the Main guard to morw Morning 
Levt Colon Clark 
Field officer of the Fitigue to Morrow Majr poor 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Putnam 
Draught of Cap t Coits Company 
one Serjt and 5 men for the picquit guard to Night 
ten Men for the Main guard to Morrow Morning 
Genoral orders June 12th 1775 
Parole York Counterƒign Kittery 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Wood-
bridg 
Field officer of the picquit to night Maj r Wood 
Field officer of rhe Main guard to Morrow Levt Colon 
park 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Montague 
Draught of Capt Coits Company 
one Serjt 1 Corparel sixteen privits for the picqnt 
guard to Night 
19 
Genoral orders June 13th 1775 
Parole Whoburn Counterƒign Concord 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon prescoot 
Field officer of the picquit to Night Majr Stacy 
Field officer of the Main guard Colon Roberƒon 
adjutant of the Day Hardy 
Head quarters Cambridge 13th June 1775 
Genoral orders that a genarl Court Marƒhell be held 
this day at the School houƒe at Nine Oclock to try such 
perƒons as shall be Brought Before them Colon Fry Preƒ-
adant Capts Coit Bancroft Frances Newall Leaƒon Butler 
Levet foƒter Hyde webb Kyes gognoug [Gagnong?] 
Porter Members Joseph Trumble Judge advocate all 
Evedan[ce] to atend 
Draught of Cap t Coits Company 
1 Subalt 1 Corparl & 8 privits for picqut gard 1 Serjt 
— 8 men for Fitigue 
Genoral Orders 14th June 1775 
Parole Wilks Counterƒign Berwik 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Gardiner 
Field officer of the Picquit Night Majr Jackƒon 
Field officer of the Main Guard M o r Levt Coln Stern 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hunt 
Regmentel orders 
that the Officers of Every Company Belonging to Con-
necticut now Stationed in Cambridge Excepting Cap t 
kotton in Caƒe of an alarm Shall Repair on the grand 
parade where Liƒt Waterman is Now Incampt and there 
waite for Further orders the officers of Each Company 
2 0 
Viwing the Fire Locks and See that they be Fit for 
Auction and Each man provided with 18 Round Car-
theradegs and two Flints or more and in Caƒe of an In-
gagment that no man preƒume to fire over a Battalion 
Engaged in Battalion rhat the officer of Every Company 
Parade with his own Company on the grand prade at 
Sun Riƒing in the Morning and at Four oclock in the 
afterrnoon 
order genarol Putnam 
Dan l Tyler adjtat 
Genoral orders June 14th 1775 
that Each Colon of Every Regment take and keep a 
List of his men there names when Inlisted plaƒe of Reƒa-
danc age Station and Complection and order the Role 
to Be Called Every morning and Eving all officers 
See that all tumults & Diferances In Camp be Supreƒsed 
that all Solders Repaire to there Barricks and Tents 
after the Beating of the Tato on penalty of Bering Con-
fined that there Be no Noiƒe in Camp after nine oclock 
at Night that the Field officers of the Day take Eƒpecail 
Care to prevent all grogge shops and if the owners of 
them Continue to sell Liquers to the Solders he is 
orderd to Stave all there Licquers tiers all Officers see that 
there men attend upon prayers Morning and Eving 
alƒo the Service on the Lords Day with there armes and 
accon te rmen t s Ready to march in Caƒe of any alarm 
that no Drums Beat after the parƒon is on the Stage and 
the men Imeadiatly attend the Commanding officers of 
Each Regment see that there armes and amunition Be 
Veiwed Dayly and that there [be] none wanting that 
Every Regmenrt keep a quarter Guard. 
Tru Copey 
J Ward Searty [Secty] 
2 1 
Genoral orders June 15th 1775 
Parole Taunton — Counterƒign Rehoboth 
Field Officer of the Day to Morw Colon Leammous* 
Field Officer of the picquit Night Majr Durkey 
Field Officer of the Main guard to Morw Morning 
Levt Colon Nixon 
adjutant of the Day to Morrow Marƒdon 
Regmental orders that the Reƒpetive officers who Fur 
niƒh men for the Picqut guard Strictly Examin there 
arms and Amunition before they march to see that the 
arms and Amunition of the picquit guard be Strictly 
Examined before they go upon Duty by the Command-
ing Officer of the Picqut 
Draught of Capt Coits Company 
one Subaltain 1 Serjt 16 privits for the Main Guard 
to Morrow Morning 
On Command 
Main Gaurd 
on picquit guard 
Barick guard 
on fitigue 
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* Very Clear, but must be meant for "Seammons" 
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Genoral orders 16th June 1775 
Parole Lebanon Counter16ign Coventry 
Field Officer of the Day m Colon Nixon 
Field officer of the Picquit Night Majr Brooks 
Field Officer of the Main guard m. Left Colon 
Hutchƒon 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Holden 
Draught Cap t Coits Company 
One Subaltain 9 Privits for the picquit guard one 
Serjt and seven privits for Advance guard To Night 
Genoral orders June 17th 1775 
Parole Dearfeild Counterƒign Conway 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Gerish 
Field officer of the Picquit to Night wood 
Field officer of the Main guard tom Levt Colon 
Baldwin 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Febegin [Febiger] 
Regimential orders 17th June 1775 
Capt. Coit and ten Privits muƒt prade on the grand 
prade 6 oclock this afternoon Equipt with two Days 
proveƒition Readay Dreƒsed and Blankets in order to 
march to the Relevc of the Connecticut Troops at 
Charlestown 
order genoral Putnam 
Dan l Tyler Adjutant 
Genoral orders 18 June 1775 
Parole Malden Counteƒign Westown 
Field officer of the Day M Colon Mansfield 
Field officer of the Picquit Night Majr Poor 
23 
Field officer of the Main guard to morrow Morning 
Levt Colon Bond 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Putnam 
Draught of Capt Coits Company one Subaltain and 
15 Privits for Fitigue to morrow 
Genoral Orders 19th June 1775 
Parole Scarbouagh Counterƒign Brunƒwick 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Woodbrigde 
Field Officer of the Picquit Night Maj r Stacy 
Field officer of the Main guard to Morrow Levt Colon 
Bruckit 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Montagu 
Regmential orders 
That the Capt of Each Company Make a Return of 
there Company therin mentioning the Number Fit for 
Duty Sick and wounded Mising and the Number of 
armes lost and that there Be a Regmential Courtmarƒhel 
Immeadiatly Sit in order to try John Bray of Capt. 
Clarks Company Members for Sd Courtmarƒhell one 
Captain and 4 Subaltains 
order genoral putnam 
Daniel Tyler Adjutant 
Genoral orders 20th June 1775 
Parole Harpƒwell -Counrerƒign Windham 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Colon Fry 
Officer of the Picquit Guard to Night Captains 
Field officer of the Main Guard to morw Levt Colon 
Brown 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hardy 
2 4 
General Orders 20th June 1775 
That all such perƒons as may have in there Posesiton 
guns packs Clothing and other Apperals that was taken 
up sence the Engagment on Bunkers Hill tha t the own-
er,of Which are unknown are Required to Return them 
to headquarters that the Right Owners May have them 
again 
See rhe Next page [Regimental Orders under June 
22nd] 
Genoral orders June 21 t h 1775 
Parole Pomphrett Counterƒign Bristoll 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Wm Pres-
cott 
Field officer of the Picquit guard to Night Majr 
Jackƒon 
Field officer of the Main Guard to M. Lev t Colon 
Baldwin 
Adjutant of the Day to Morow Prescott 
that Commanding officer of Each Regment Detach-
ment and Company make a Compleat Return of there 
Number in there Reƒpetive Regm t s Detachment and 
Company fit for Duty abƒent on Furlow Deferted Sick 
and wounded in the Laƒt Engagment or Mising on a 
Count thereof 
Genoral Orders June 22d 1775 
Parole Langdon— Counterƒign Apilton 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Coln Scammons 
officer of the Picquit Guard to Night Captains 
Field officer of the Man Guard to Morw Levt Colon 
Nixon 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Marƒdon 
25 
Se the Beging of the Last page [General Orders 
June 20] 
Regmential orders 
that every Compy Make out and Return to the Adju-
tant a Compleat Return of the Number Men and Miƒs-
ing wounded of Guns and Blankets Lost in the Last 
Ingagment at Charlestown this Day or by 9 oclock to 
morrow Morning 
Genoral orders 23rd June 1775 
Parole Lyman Counterƒign Hopkins 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Glover 
officers Officers of the Picquit Guard to Night Cap-
tains 
Field officers of the Main Guard to Morw Majr Brooks 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Glovers 
that Colon Bruers Nixons Scammons Gerishs Littles 
Gardiners Manƒfield Regments on or Near prospect hill 
the officers of Sad Regment not to Desert there posts 
upon any Conƒiderartions whatever and Uƒe there utmoƒt 
Endeavours to prevent the Doing the Same 
Genoral orders 24th June 1775 
Parole Trowbrigde Counterƒign Wattes 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Brigges 
officers of the Picquit to night Captains 
Field offers of the Main Guard to Morw Levt Coln 
Stores 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow—Fox 
Regmential orders 
that Every officer and Soldier under M y Command 
and Capt Coits and thoƒe officers and Solders in his 
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Company all Belonging to and Raised in the Colony 
of Connecticut are orderd on Every ocation when the 
Drums Beat to armes Immediatly to Repaire to the 
Parade Near the Incampment Laid out for my Regiment 
and there form themselƒs and wait for Further orders and 
it is further Orderd that all the Drums and Fiƒes in the 
Remt Do there Duty at the proper houres according 
to the Rules of there Duty in the Gamp 
Dined By Iƒrael Putnam 
Genoral orders June 25th 1775 
Parole Halley Counterƒign Freeman 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colr Fry 
officers of the picquit to Night Captains 
Field officers of the main guard to M. Levt Coln Rob-
erƒon 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Harday 
Genoral orders June 26th 1775 
Parole Swanzey Counterƒin Dartmouth 
Field Officer of the Day to morrow Coln Priƒscott 
Officers of the Picquit Captains 
Field officer of the Main Gard to morrow Majr Johno 
[Johonnot: of June 28] 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Green 
Draught Capt Colts Company for a scouting Party 
at Leachmers point to Night one Subaltain 1 Serjt 1 
Corperal and 30 Privits to apear on the grand parade a 
Little Before Sunƒett to Night 
Genoral Orders June 27th 1775 
Parole Preƒscott Counterƒign Dana 
Field Officer of the Day to morrow Colon glover 
27 
Officers of the Picquit to Night Captains 
Field officer of the Main guard to Morrow Maj r wood 
Adjutant of the Day to morrow Gibbs 
Draught of Capt Coits Company for a Scouting party 
to Night one Subaltain one Serjt Corperl and 30 Privits 
Genoral Orders 28th June 1775 
Parole Swanzey Counterƒine Dartmouth 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Rescott 
of the Picquit Captains 
of the Main Guard to Morrow Majr Johnnot 
Adjutant of the Day to morrow Green 
Draught of Capt Coits Company for Leachineers 
point 1 Subateran 1 Serjant 1 Coparl and 30 privits 
Genoral orders June 29th 1775 
Parole Washington Counterƒign Virginia 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Colon Gerish 
Officers of the picquit to Night Captains 
Field officers of the Main guard to Morrow Majr 
Brooks 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hardy 
Regmential orders 29th June 1775 
that the Regments in this Incampment parade to 
morrow morning at 5 oclock on the Common Where 
the Prisoners will be Brought from the Main guard and 
the Sentane of the genorl Courtmarƒhel will be put in 
Excecutƒon againƒt them the Officers Commanding Com-
panys will take C a r e that the men in there Reƒpective 
Companys turn out Immediatly when Called upon for 
Duty the adjutant will take Care to Bring the men 
28 
upon the Plaƒe of parade for Guard and other Duty, 
Perƒisly at the time apointed by the adjutant Geroral 
For Fitigue of Capt. Coits Company to morrow one 
Serjt 1 Corparel and twelve Privits 
Genoral Orders June 30 th 1775 
Parole Pennsylvinia Counterƒign Jamaica 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Preƒcott 
Field officer of the Main guard to morrow Morning 
Levt Colon Robarƒon 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Gibbs 
That all prophain Curƒing and Swearing and all Inde-
ƒant Languge and Behavour will Not be tolerated in 
Camps the genoral Expects rhat all the officers from the 
higheƒt to the Loweƒt Rank Set a good Exampel to the 
Solders in this Camp that three Subaltains Be apointed 
to Dayly to Viset the Colage at Nine Oclock in the 
Morning to See that they are Swept Erly & that the 
officers Improving [sic, but?] Dwelling houƒes take 
Care that those Soldiers W h o are quartered in the Same 
See that they are Daily Swept that the Field officers at 
Cambridge Charleston Medford See that the adjutant 
Make Out a Liƒt of all the names of all the officers 
and Rank and File Belonging to there Reƒpective 
Regments & make out a Return Immediatly to the 
adjutant genoral 
that all posable Care Be taken that no Lewd Woman 
Com into the Camp and all Perƒons are ordered to give 
Information of Such Perƒons if any there ve that proper 
Meƒures may Be taken to Bring to Condine puniƒhment 
and Ride [rid] the Camp of all Such Nouƒances that the 
Rules and Regulations fot the american army be Read 
29 
at the head of the Reƒpective Companys By the Captain 
or such other Perƒons as they Shall apoint once a weak 
Till Further Orders 
Of Capt Coits Company For Fitigue to Morrow 1 
Serj 1 Corperal and 14 Privits 
Genoral orders 1st July 1775 
Parole Bowdian Counterƒign Dexter 
Fild offcer of the Main Guard to Morrow Levt Coln 
Glover 
Field officr of the Day to morrow Levt Colon Glover 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Fox 
that the adjutant of the Reƒpective Regments Doing 
duty Cambridge Charlestown and Medway Mak a 
weekly Return to the adjutant Genll at headquatrs of the 
Number of officers Ranck and File fit for Durt Number 
unfitt where Stationed what Number on Duty Daily 
what Duty whether in Camp on Furlow or abƒent 
without Leave 
the Drumers in Camps attend on M r John Baƒsett 
Drum Majr at 7 oclock to Morrow allƒo Recv there 
orders Reƒpeting thre Duty 
July 2th 1775 
Parole Pitts Counterƒign Bradbury 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Coln Brackit 
Field Officer of Main guard Morrow M Majr wood 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hardy 
Genoral Orders 
That Some Sutible Perƒons in Each Company and 
Regment be Dericted to Inƒpect Sd Companys Daily 
30 
and that upon Finding any Complaints or Indisposion 
amongƒt the men the Surgans of Each Regment will 
Examin thereinto and if there be any Symptoms of 
the Small Pox upon them that they Immediatly are 
Removed 
Draught of Capt Coits Company for a Scouting Party 
at Leachmeees Point one Subaltern 2 Serjt I Corparel 
and thrity Privits 
Parole Lookout 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Coln gerry 
Field Officer of the Main guard to Morw Majr Poor 
Adjutant of the Day to morrow Gibbs 
Genoral Orders 
By His Excelancy gena re l Washington Eƒqr Com-
mander In Chief of the Forƒes of the Unitied Provinces 
of North America the Colon or Commanding officer of 
Each Regment are ordered Fourtwith to Make two 
Returns of thc Number of men in there Reƒpective 
Regments Distinguehing thoƒe W h o are sick wounded 
abƒent on Furlow and alƒo the Quantity of amunition 
that Each Regment has 
July 3d 1775 
Parole Addington Counterƒign Bedford 
By his Exalency genoral Washington Eƒqr 
that one Exact Return be Maid by the proper officers 
of all the Provisions ordinance stores powder and Lead 
Working Tooles of all kinds tents Camps kittels and all 
other stores under there Reƒpective Care Belonging to 
the armyes at Cambridge and Roxbury the Command-
ing officers of Each Regment to Make a Return of the 
31 
number Blanckits wanted to Compleat Every man at 
Leaƒt with one 
Article 2d the Honourable artemus ward Charles Lee 
Phillip Schyler and Isral Putnam Eƒqrs are apointed 
Major Genorals of the american army By the honon-
arble Contential Congreƒs and Du obedince is to [be] 
paid unto them as Such 
the Contintial Congreƒs not having Compleated the 
apointment of tht officers in sd army nor had Suffiste-
ant time to Prepaire and Forward there Commisions so 
Every officer is to Continue to Do Duty in there Rank 
and Station he at Reƒants holds until Further orders 
Article 3d 
Thomas Mifflin Esqr is Apointed by the Genoral of 
his adeCamps Joseph Reed Eƒqr is in Like maner 
apointed Secretary to the genorol and they In Futer to 
be Conƒidered and Regarded as Such 
Article 4 
The Contitential Congreƒs having now taken all the 
Troops ot the Several Coloneys which have bin Raised 
or which may be hearafter Raised for the Suport and 
Defenc of the Libertys of America into there pay and 
Service they are now the Troops of the United Provinces 
of North america and it is hoped that all Distincontions 
of Coloneys will be Laide aƒide so that one and the 
[same] Spirite May Animate the whole and the only 
Coteƒt be who shall under this great and Trying Occa-
tion Do the moƒt Eƒsential Service to the great and 
Common Cauƒe in which we are all Ingaged 
Article 5 It is Required and Expected that an 
Exact Diƒepline be obƒervied and Du Subordernarion 
prvaile through the whole army any Failure in theƒe 
aƒsential points muƒt Necfscrly produce Exƒtreeme 
32 
hazard Disorder and Confustion and [end] in a Shamfull 
Disapointement and Disgrace 
6 article Moƒt Naturally Requires and Expects a Du 
Obƒervencc of theƒe articles og war Established for the 
goverment of the army which forbids prophain Curƒing 
and Swearing and Drunkenneƒs and in Like Manner 
Requres and Expects of all officers and Soldiers not 
Engaged in actual Duty a Punctiul attendance on Devine 
Service to Emplore the Bleƒings of heven upon the Means 
Uƒed For Our Saƒty and Defence 
Article 7th all offices are Required and Expected to 
pay a Diligant attention to keep there men Neat and 
Clean to Viƒet them often at there quarters Inculiate 
upon them the Neƒeƒiaty of it as Aƒsental to there Health 
and Service they are particulerly to Se that rhey have 
Straw to Ly on if to be had and to make it known if 
Distitute of this article they are alƒo to take Care that 
Neƒserays are provided in the Camp and Frequently 
Filled up to prevent Being offenƒive and Unhealthfull 
proper Notice will be taken of Such officers and Men 
as Shall Distinguish themselves By a Due attention to 
theƒe Neƒsaƒery Dutys 
Article 8 the Commanding Officer of Each Reg-
ment is to take perticuler Care that not more then two 
men of a company be absent on Furlow on the same 
time unleƒs on Very Extraornary Caƒes 
Article 9 Colon Gardiner is to be Buryed to Morrow 
at three Oclock preƒisly with the Militery honours So 
Brave and Gallant an Officer is worthy of who Fought 
Blead and Died in the Cauƒe of his Countray and Man-
kind his own Regiment Except the Compy ar Maldain 
to attend on this Mornfull Ocasion the Plaƒe of theƒe 
Companys in the Lines on Prospect hill to Be Supplied 
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with Colon Blovers [Glover's] Regment untill the Fu-
narl is over 
Article 10th No Parsons Whatever is allowed to go 
to the Fresh pond a Fishing or on any other ocation as 
there May be Danger of Introducing the Small Pox 
into the army 
11 Article 
It is Strictly Required and Commanded that there 
be no Peace of Canon no Small arms Firid from any of 
the Lines or Else where Except in Caƒe of Neƒesesary 
and Immedeate Defence or Speƒial order Givin for that 
Purpoƒs 
12th Article all Perƒons Taken Deƒerters Coming 
out of Boƒton who Can give any Intilagance of any 
Capturs of any kind From the Emmy are to Be Imme-
diatly Reported and Brought up to head Quarters at 
Cambridge 
Article 13th 
Capt griffin is Apointed Addacamp to genarl Lee and 
to Be Regarded as Such 
Article 14th 
the Guard for the Security of Waterman [Wartertown?] 
is to be Strengthed By ading 30 men Immediaty 
Article 15 
A Serjant and Six men to be Set at the horspitle as a 
guard and to apply to Dot Rand 
Article 16 Complaint having Ben Maide againgst 
John Whight Quartermaƒter of Colon Nixons Regment 
of Mesdemeanouers in Drawing out Proviƒons for More 
men then the Regmt Conƒistid of and for Abuƒive Be-
havour a court Marƒhell Conƒisting 1 Captain and 4 Levt 
is orderd to Be held on Sad Whight at 9 Oclock to 
3 
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Morrow morning who are to Make Due Enquiry Deter-
min and Report 
Draught Cap t [Coit's] Company for a scouting party 
one Subaltain 2 Serrjt and 30 Privits 
July 4th By his Exalency genoral Washington Esqr 
1775 
Parole Be[d?]ford Counterƒign Cambrigde 
Genorol orders 
1st the Adjutant of Each Regment is Requird To take 
Speƒial Caire that all genoral orders are Communicated as 
well to the privit men as to the officers that there may be 
no Plee of Ignorance thy will be Deemed Anƒwerable 
for all Conƒequinces Which may Follow from any Neg-
lect of these orders 
2 article a general Courtmaƒhill is orderd to Set to 
Morrow 10 Oclock A.M. For the Tryall of William 
Pattors* Charged with Leving his post while on Duty 
and a Sentinal David wells and Gidion Cole for for 
Sleeping or Leving there post as Senternals John Scot 
tor Inƒulting the Sentra or attemting to paƒs the guard 
to Boƒton James Foster for theft when the Wittneƒs is 
to attend and the partys Charged are to have Notis this 
Day that they may be prepaired For there Trials 
Article 3 the Genoral moƒt genorally Recomends 
and Requires of all the officers that they be Exceeding 
Diligant and Strict in Preventing all Invations of Pri-
vit Property in these Quarters or Elsewhere he hopes 
and Indeed Flatters himƒelf that Every Privit Soldier 
will abhorr and Deƒist [from] Such pratices when he 
Conƒiders that [it] is ibr the preƒervation of his own 
*Sic, but see July 7 § 10 
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Rights Liberty and Property and them of his Fellow 
Countramen that he is now Called into Service that it is 
unmanly and Sules [sullies] the Dignity of the Great 
Cauƒe in which we are Caled to Ingag in to Violate 
that Property he is Called to protect and Eƒpeclioly that 
it is moƒt Cruel and Inconƒistant Thus to add to there 
Distreƒs of thoƒe of ther Countramen who are suffering 
under the Iorn hand of Opreƒion 
Article 4 t h the Genoral again Urges a Speedy and 
Juƒt Return of the Forƒes Stores and proviƒion as De-
ƒired in the orders allredy Iƒsued and for the Enter thoƒe 
Returns to Be Made once a week on Saterday morning 
Regularly the Genoral is Much Pleaƒed with the Expe-
dition and Care Which Som officers have allredy shune 
in there Obedance to this order 
Articole 5th 
the Colon or Chiefe Commanding Officer of Each 
Regment is to Derict an officer of Each Company to 
Call over the Roles of there Men at 6 oclock oclock 
Every Morning and to Make proper inquire affter ihe 
Abƒenters 
NB† William pattors* David Wells Belonging 
To Capt Gridleys Company and to Colon Gridleys Reg-
ment Gideon Cole Belonging To Capt Cheƒters Com-
pany genoral putnams Regment John Scot Belonging 
to Murays Company Colon Regment James Foƒter 
Belonging to Butlers Company Colon Nixons Regment 
Genoral Orders July 5th 1775 
Parole Cumberland Counterƒign Dudley 
A Genurel Courtmarƒhel is orderd to Set tomor-
ow Ten Oclock for rhe Tryal of John Seymore John 
*Sic, but see July 7 § 10 
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Batcher & William Crofton all of Colon Grdleys Reg-
ment Charged! with Deƒertion and theft at the Same 
Time they are to hear and Determan the Caƒe of 
Edward Dudley accuƒed of theft Notice to Be Given 
to the Prisoners to Day the Clothing Provided by the 
Maƒsachuƒsets Committe of Supplies for thoƒe of there 
Goverment who Loƒt there Clothes in the Late Action at 
Bunkers hill T o Be Distributed to the Moƒt Needy and 
Neƒsestius men in Each Regment and an account to be 
keept thereof By the Commanding officer of Each Regmt 
Draught Capt Coits Company for a scouting party at 
Leachmears point 
One Subalain 2 Serjt 1 Corperl 30 Privits 
Genoral Orders July 6th 1775 
By his Exalency Genoral Washingtown 
Parole Dorcheƒter Counterƒign Exeter 
1st It is with in Expresable Concern that the gen-
oral upon his Firƒt Arrivel in the Army Should find an 
officer Sentanced by a genoral Courtmartiel to be Caƒh-
ierd For Cowardiƒe - A Crime of all others the moƒt 
Infames in a Soldier the moƒt Infames to an Army and 
the Laƒt to be Forgiven in as much as it m[a]y and 
often dos happen that the Cowardiƒe of a single officer 
may prove the Deƒtruction of the whole Army 
Cambridge Head Quarters July 7th 1775 
Genoral orders 
By his Exelancy Genoral Washington Eƒqr 
Parole Dorcheƒter Counterƒign Exeter 
1st It is with Inexpresable Conƒern that the genoral 
upon his first Arrivel in the army should find an officer 
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Sentenced By a genoral Courtmatial to be Cashiered 
for Cowardiƒe a Crime of all others the moƒt Infameus 
in a Soldiar the moƒt lnfamius to an army and the Laƒt 
to be Forgivin In as much as It may and often Dos 
happen that the Cowardiƒce a single officer may prove 
the Destruction of a whole army 
The Genoral therfore though with Great Conƒern and 
more Eƒpesaly as the Tranƒation happened Before he 
Had Command of the Troops thinks himƒelf obliged 
for the Good of the Service to Aprove the Judgment 
of the Courtmarial with Reƒpect to Capt John Calender 
who is hearby Sentanced to be Caƒhiered Capt John 
Calender is accordingly Cashiered and dismiƒsed from 
all Further Service in the Continnentcal army as an 
officer* the Genoral having Made all Due lnquiries and 
Matuerly Conƒidired this matter is Lead to the above 
Determinations not only from the preticular Guilt of 
Capt Calender But the Fatel Conƒequences of Scuch 
Conduct to the Army and to the Cauƒe of the † America 
he now therefore moƒt Erneƒtly Exorts Officers of all 
Rancks to Shew an Exampel of Bravery and Courage to 
there men Aƒuring them that Scuch as Due there Duty 
in the Day of Battle as Brave and Good officers Shall 
Be honoured With Every mark of Diƒtinction and Regard 
there names and Merits made known to the Genoral 
Congreƒs and all America while on the other hand he 
moƒt puntuly ‡ De[c]lares that Every officer be his Rank 
what it may Who Shall betray his Countray, Dishonour 
the Army and his Genoral by Baƒly keeping back and 
* Capt Calender's commisiion was afterwhars restored by Washington. 
See Frothingham's "Siege of Boston" 
†"Army" erased, "the" should also be 
‡Punctually - sernpulously; to be precisely adhered to 
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Shrincking from duty in an Ingagment Shall be held 
up as an Infames Coward and puniƒhed as Such with 
Utmoƒt Martial Severity and no Connection Inrift or 
Interƒestion in his Behalf will avail to prevent the Strict 
Execution of Juƒtas 
2d Capt Scots and Cap t Stiles Companys from New 
hamƒhire are to be Incorporated or aded to Colon Ser-
gants Regiment Agreeable to tie aplication Made for 
that purporƒe 
3 d N o officer or soldier posted in the Lines or for the 
Defence of them on proƒpect hill or winter hill or Else 
where are upon any account to Sleep out of there 
Incampment or Leave it at Night the Tropes Raised 
in New hamƒhire are perticulerly Required to Attend 
to this order from the perticular Curcomƒtances of the 
Situation 
4 t h No Soldier belonging to theƒe polls or Else where 
to be Suffered to Stragell at any Diƒtance from there Re-
spective parade on any pertence without Leave from his 
Officer as an Unguarded hour may prove fatel to a whole 
army and to the Noble Cauƒe in which we are Ingagcd 
the Importance of which to Every man of Comman 
Underƒtanding Muƒt Inƒpier Every Good Officer and 
Soldier with the Nobelaƒt Ardour and Strictteƒt attention 
Leaƒt he Should prove the fattel Inƒtrument of our Ruin 
5th the Adjutant Genoral is Required to make a 
Retun as Quick as poƒable of the Troops in Cambridge 
there Number and the Duty they Due 
6 th 
Complaints having ben made with Reƒpect to the 
Bread as Beinig Sour and unholƒom the Quarter Mafter 
Genoral is hearby Dericted to Inquire into the Matter 
and Report upon it at the Same time to Inform the 
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Backers that if any More Complaints are maide and they 
Shall Shall Be Found Juƒt they will be moƒt Severly 
puniƒhed 
7th The Guards on the Rodes Leading to Bunckers 
hill are orderd not to Suffer any perƒon to paƒs them 
unLeƒs an officer is Sent Down from the Lines to it or 
they will be Severily puniƒhed 
8th the Genoral has Great Reaƒon and is highly 
Displeasd With the Neglenance and lnatention of thoƒe 
officers who have plaƒed as Senterys at the outposts 
men with whoƒe Caricteras they are not accqainted he 
therefore orders that for the Futer no man Shall be 
Appointed to thoƒe Importent Stations who is not a Native 
of this Contray or has a wif or Family in It to whome 
he is known to Be Attached this is to be Conƒiderd as a 
standing one and the officers are to Pay Obediance to 
it at there Pearl 
9th A Complaint of a moƒt Extraordeary kind hav-
ing bin Maide to the Genoral that Soldiers Inliƒted in 
one Regrmt have ben Sedused to Reinlist into others by 
agents inployed for that Purpoƒe under the Spaectious 
promies of money or Leave of Abƒance From the army 
A proceeder Subverƒive of all order Disapline and of 
the Very Existance of the army Cannot be Forgivin 
the scricteƒt orders are therefore Given againƒt Scuch 
Pratices and the genoral moƒt Eranƒtly Declares that 
if any agant or Soldier Shall hearafrer be Found So 
offending he will puniƒh them with the Utmoƒt Severaly 
10th 
A General Court Martial having Set upon William 
Patten* and Reported that no Evedance apeared againƒt 
him to Soport the Charge the Genoral Defers his 
* Sic, but see July 4, twice. 
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Deƒisition upon the Report untill Further Conƒideration, 
in the Mean time the Adjutant genl Is orderd to wait 
on Genorl ward by whom the prisoner was Confined 
and Learn from him upon whoƒe Complaint and what 
wittneƒs there are to Suport it 
11th 
A Regmential Courtmartial is orderd to Set to morrow 
at Ten Oclock on Samll Barlet of the Company Late 
Capt Calanders and Colon Gridleys Regmt Confined for 
Abuƒive Behavour 
12th 
A Genoral Court Martial to Set to morrow ten Oclock 
tor the Trial thomas Dunly Charged with Steeling Each 
of the above priƒoners to have Notice to Day and the 
wintness in Like Manner orderd to Attentd 
13th 
In Order that all the Sick & the wounded may be 
Provided for and taken Care of in the Beƒt way and 
manere posable it is orderd that when any Officer or 
Soldier is So ill Eather by A wound [or] otherwiƒe that 
the Surgan of the Regm t to which he Belongs finds he 
Cannot be properly taken Care of in Such Regmt Such 
Surgan Send him to the Camp hoƒpitale to which they 
Belong with a Certificate of the mens Mame the Com-
pany And Regment to which he Belongs and in that 
Caƒe the Surgan of the hoƒpittle Shall Rcieve Sad Sick 
and wounded and in Caƒe Such hospittle Shall be tow 
full in that Caƒe the Surgan of Said hospittle Shall Send 
Such of his patiants as may be Removed with Safty to 
the hospittle at Watertown with the l i ke Certificat as 
above on which the Surgan of watertown hospittle Is to 
Receve and take Care of him 
Finas 
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Head Quarters Cambridge July 8th 1775 
Genoral Orders 
Parole Eƒsex Counter Sign Falkland 
1st It is orderd that the Main Guard on no account 
Watever be without a Drum which is to beat to arms 
on any Alarms and Followed by all the Drums in the 
Camp on which Every officer & Soldier is Imeadiatly to 
Repair to the alarm post 
the Commanding officer of each Regmt or Corps in 
Cambridge as soon as there men are paraded after an 
alarm to send an officer to head quarters for Orders 
3rd the Commanding offeser at Roxbury proƒpect 
Winter hill & Sewals point to Send Expreƒes in Caƒe 
of alarms to Head quarters with an account of there 
Situation & the Movement of the Enamy if they are 
not provided Each with horƒes the Adjutant Gen1 to 
apply to Committee of Supplys 
Colon Gridley of the artillery or the Next in Com-
mand to Give in a Return of his men Stores and 
amunition Agreeable to the orders of the 1st Infant 
& to Distinguƒh the post to which his Regmt is aƒigned 
in Caƒe of alarms the Same Derection is Given as to a 
Return men amunition & Stores to the Commanding 
Officers of the Regment Late Colon Gardiners of Colon 
Glovers and Colon Gerishs who have Omitted Comply-
ing with the above orders hitherto. 
5th 
The Commanding officer at winter prospect hill And 
Roxbury are to Make perticuler Enquirer into the 
ammunition of the men in thoƒe Lines and if there is 
4 
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Any Diffissancy Immediatly to report it rt the Genoral 
at head quarters 
6th A Genoral Courtmartial is Orderd to Set on 
Munday Next at ten oclock for the Trial of Levt Brig-
ham Charged with Reƒcuing a prisoner from Lawfull 
Custoday the priƒoner to have Notice to Day 
Draught Capt Coits Company 
1 Subaltran 2 Serjants l Corparl & 30 privits guard 
Leachmeers point 
Head Quarters Cambrige July 9th 1775 
Parole Effingham { Countirƒign Watertown 
Officer of the Day Colon Brigges 
The Contental Congreƒs having Ben pleaƒed to Apoint 
Haratio Gates Eƒqr Brigader Genorl and Adjutant Gen-
oral of the Army he is to be obeyed as Scuch and all 
orders tranƒmitted Through him from the Commander 
in Cheaif Whether in writing or Verbal are to be 
imeadiatly and puntuly Complyed with 
2d 
All Soldiers more then two out of a Company who 
are presaut Abƒent on Furlow and all officers Non 
Comiƒsioned officers and Soldiers who have not Joyned 
there Reƒpective Corps to be orderd Fourthwith to Camp 
the Commanding officer of the Corps to be anƒwerable 
to the Genoral to an Obediance to these orders 
3d 
The Genoral or in his abƒance the Commanding Officer 
at Roxbury to Send a Report Every Day in Writing 
Sealed up to the Commander in Cheaif to head quarters 
in Cambridge of all the Metearals Accomodations of 
the Providing [preceding] Day Mentioning perticulerly 
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all arivels of Ships and Veƒsels in the Bay with what 
Changes and Alterations are made in the harbour and in 
the Men of war tranƒports and Floating Batter[ies] &C 
Head Quarters July 10th 1775 
Parole Fredrick Counterƒign Cloucheƒter 
the Genoral Court Martiel of which Colon wm preƒcot 
was presadent having tryed wm patten of Colr Gridley 
Regt and Found him Gu l ty of thriting [threatening] 
and abuƒing a Number of perƒons when a prisoner to 
the qu r t gurd the Court Ml sentance the prisoner to 
Ride the wooden horƒe Fifteen minots the Gen1 aproves 
the sentance and orders it to be put in Execution at the 
head of the Regt David wells Soldier in Colr Gridleys 
Regt is by the above Court tryd for Sleeping upon his 
post and is Acccquited N o noncomiƒioned officer or 
soldier but Such as are Guilty of Capitiel Crimes to be 
Confined in the Main Guard all thoƒe guilty of Crimes 
tryable By Regt Courtmartiels to be Sent to the quar-
ter Guard of there Reƒpective Corps to [be tried] by a 
Regt Court martial the Genll Cort Martial whereof Coln 
prescot is presadint to Set again this Day at the uƒall 
hour all Evidance and perƒons Concernd to Attend the 
Court whinever a genar l Court martiel is orderd it is 
Expected that the Evidance and perƒons by Whome 
the prisoners are Confined do punctuly attend to Suport 
the accuƒition or they will be anƒwerable at there peral 
the Coln of Maƒsechuƒsets Reg ts to order one Subaltern 
fom Each Company from thre Reƒpitv Corps fourthwith 
upon the Recruting Service proper Inƒtuttons will be 
given by the adjutant genoral 
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Head Quarters Cambbridge July 11th 1775 
Parole Guilford Coumerƒign Hartford 
Officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Glover 
officer ot the Main Guard Majr Wood 
Adjutant of the Day Harday 
Genoral orders 
the Courtmatial of which Colon William Prescott 
was Presadant is Deƒolved and A genoral Courtmartial 
to be Aƒembeled at Cambrigde as Soon as posable to 
try Such Parƒons as Shall be Brought before them all 
Evedance and Persons Concerned to attend the Court 
the Genoral underƒtanding there is a bad Cuƒtom Pre-
vailing in the Non Commiƒiond officers and Solders 
abƒinting themƒefes from Guard under the Pretence 
of Going for proviƒions it is therefore ordered that all 
officers & Soldiers Bring there proviƒions to the Guard 
they Mount & on no pretence quit there guards untill 
Regulurly Dismissed 
Notwithƒtanding the orders of the Provincial Congrƒs 
Some perƒons are So Dairing as to Suply the Soldiers 
with Immoderate quantitys of Rum & other Speiratus 
Licquers any Seller tavern keeper or Liƒanced Inholder 
who Shall Preƒume after the Date of this Order to Sell 
to Any Non Commiƒioned officer or Soldier Any Spiritus 
Licqures whatever without an order in Wriring from 
the Capt of the Company to Which Such Noncomiƒsiond 
Officer or Soldier Belongs he or they So offending May 
Expect to be Severly punihed 
Levt Coln Ward Presadant of the Court Martial 
Head Quarters Cambrigde July 12th 1775 
Parole Falmouth Counterƒign Worcester 
Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon prescott 
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officer of the Main Guard Majr Wood 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Tyler 
Genoral Orders 
the Adjutant Genoral will Diliver at orderly times 
a Sertan Number of printed Returns to the Adjutant 
of Each Reg t So that no Excuƒe Can for the Futer be 
admitted for not making Regular and Exact Returns 
whin Demanded as it [is] only Filling up thee Blancks 
with the Number proper to be plaƒed in them the 
Commander in Chief will not for the Fulter admitt of 
any Paliative for [not] making a Full Return and is 
Reƒolved to Bring any officer of what Ranck Soever to 
a Courtmartial who is Found Delinquent 
When any Trumpeter or Flagg or Truce is Sent from 
Boƒton or any poƒt occupied By the Enamy they are 
to be Stoped by the Firƒt Sentra they are premittcd to 
Aproch who is to Call for Serjant of the guard W h o 
will Conduct them to the officer of his Guard and Such 
Trumpeter or Flagg of Truce is not to be Allowed to 
Step one Step Beyoand that Guard the officer Com-
manding that Guard will Send any Letters or Meƒsegs 
Brought from the Enamy Immediatly to the Comander 
In Cheaif and to no Other Parƒon 
A Genoral Court Martial of Line to Set at head Quar-
ters in Cambrigde to morrow morning at 9 oclock Try 
Colon Scammous* of the Maƒsechuƒets forƒes Accuƒed 
of Backwardneƒs of his Duty in the Late Action upon 
Bunkers Hill the Adjutant of Colon Scammous* Reg t to 
warn all Evedance & perƒons Conƒerned are to Attend 
the Court Colon Nixon Preƒadent of the Aboe Court 
* Scammaus, but too carefully mule as to ignore. See Frothingham's "Seige of Boston" 
for the facts of the case 
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Head Quarters Cambridge 13th July 1775 
Parole Georgia Counterƒign Huntington 
as the army will be Fourthwith formd into Brigades 
the Adjutant Genoral will at orderly Times this Day 
Delivier to the adjutant of Each Regm t number of 
printed Returns one of Which will to Imeadiatly Filld 
up & Signed by the Commanding officer of Each 
Regmt and Sent as Soon as poseble to the Adjutant 
gen1 By the Adjutant of Each Regm t on the Back of 
the Return it will be Neƒsesary [to state] Where and in 
what Manner the Regmt is at Preƒant posted 
the Commanding officer at Chelƒe is as soon as posa-
bit after the Recept of his order to Derict all the Cattle 
upon pudding point Shirleys Point and the Intermediate 
Space Betwen Powderhorn hill & See to be Driven 
of[f] and it is Recomended to the Commisary Genoral 
to Endevour to Agree with the Owners of Sad Cattle 
and to Furnish them in for the Uƒe of the army 
Head Quarters Cambrigde July 14th 1775 
Parole Halifax Counterƒign Inverneƒs 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Bridges 
D o officer of the Main guard Maj r Brooks 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Fox 
as the health of the army princabilly Depends upon 
Clenlyneƒs it is Recommended in the Strongeƒt Manner 
to the Commanding officers of Corps posts and Detach-
ments to be Strictly Diligently in ordering the Neƒsesarys 
to be Filled up once week and new ons Dug the 
Streets of the Encampment and Lines to be Swept Daily 
& all awfull Carrion near the Camp be Imediatly Burid 
the officers Commanding in Barricks or Quarters to be 
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anƒwerable that they are Swept Every morning and all 
Fith and Durt be Removed from about the houƒes next 
to Clenlyneƒs Nothing is more Conduƒive to a Soldiers 
health then Dreƒsing his Vituels in a Deasant and proper 
Maner the officers Commanding Companyw Should there-
fore Duly Inƒpect the Camp Kitchings and see that the 
men Dreƒs there food in a holƒom way 
the Commanding officers in thoƒe parts of the Lines 
and Redouts where the pikes are plaƒced will order the 
Quarter Maƒters in Courƒe to see there pikes Greaƒsed 
Twiƒe a weak they are to be anƒwarable alƒo to See that 
the pikes are keept Clean and always Ready and fit for 
Service, the Genoral observing Great Great Remiƒseƒs 
and Neglact in the Several Guards in and About the 
Camps orders the officers Commanding any Guards to 
turn out his Guard Immediatly upon the Neae Aproch 
of the Commander in Chief or any of the Genoral Offi-
cers and upon paƒsing the Guards the Commander in 
Chief is to he Receved with Reƒted arms the officers to 
Selute and the Drums to Beat a march; the Majr Geno-
rals with Rested armes the officers to Salute and Drums 
to Beat two Ruffels the Brigr Genorals with Reƒted arms 
the officers to Salute and the Drums to Beat one Ruffell 
there Being Somthing aukard as well as Improper In 
the Genoral officers being Stoped at the out Poƒts and 
for paƒsing By the Sentenals and obiged often to send for 
the officer of the Guard who at Som rimes Happens as 
much unacquanted with the Person of the Genoral as 
the privit men are While to Prevent Mistakes the 
Genoral officers and there Adecamps be Distinguƒhed 
in the Following Maner the Commander in Chief by 
Light Blew Ribband a Croƒt his Breaƒt Betwen his Coat 
and Waistcoat the Majr and Brigr Genorals by a pink 
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Coulard Ribband Wore in the Like Maner the Adecamps 
by a Green Ribband 
A Courtmartial of which Colon ward was preƒadant is 
Deƒolved Daniel Carmil of Colon Patterƒons Regment 
Tryed for Disobadance orders in Reinlisting and taking 
Advance Money twiƒe over and for Drunkeneƒs is found 
Guilty of the Several Charges and ordered to Be whipt 
on the Bare Back, with 39 Lashes and Discharged from 
the army 
The General approves the Judgment and orders it to 
Be Executed to Morrow morning at the head of the 
Regment he Belongs to 
Head Quarters Cambridge July 15th 1775 
Parole Virginia Counterƒign Meryland 
The Commanding officer of each Regment to Report 
the Names of Such Men in there Reƒpective Corps as 
are most Expert in the Managment of Whale Boats 
when any Commiƒioned or Noncomiƒiond officer is Sent 
upon any Datachment or duty of honour or Fetigue or 
to See the Execution of Any Perticuler work he is Soon 
as the Service is preformed to Make a report thereof to 
his Commanding officer 
it Being Found advantageus to the publick Service 
to Remove Sundry horn Cattle and Sheep From the 
Grounds upon which they are graƒing near Chelƒey to 
prevent there falling into the Enemys hands, it is Earn-
eƒtey Recomanded to the Several Comiƒserays to purchaƒe 
such of them as are fitt for Slaughter of the owners in 
order that they may Suffer the Leaƒt Los posable from 
the Unavoidable neƒsetity of Removing them from the 
Rapatious Claws of our Enamys 
Colon Gridley Chiefe Enginniar is Deƒired to Report 
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what Shevaux defrize he Maide and W h a t forwardneƒs 
thoƒe are in that are now Making it is neƒsesary thoƒe 
upon hand be Compleatcd without Delay notwithstand-
ing the orders all Ready Given the Genoral hears with 
astonishment that [not] only Soldres But officers Unnau-
therysed are Continuelly Converƒing with the officers and 
Centinls of the Enamy 
Any officer Noncomiƒsioned officer or Soldier or 
Any Perƒon whatƒoever who is Detected holding Any 
Couraƒpondance or Carring on any Conveƒation with 
the offcers or Centernils of the advancd poƒt of the 
Enamy will ve Immediatly Brought before A General 
Court martial and punished with the Utmoƒt Severity 
The Genoral alone is to Judge of the propriaty of 
Any Intercouƒe with the Enamy and no one Else is to 
preƒume to Interfear 
the Chief Enginnier Colon Gridley to order an Engin-
nier and a Field officer of arrtlillery to Go Round the 
Lines and Redouts to Examin if the Gums are plaƒed 
properly in the ambruƒsears and if the ambruƒsiers are 
properly maid and properly Sloaped towards the Country 
the Enginnier and Artilery officer to Report to the Com-
mander Commander in Chief as Soon as they Have 
Obeyd this order 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Glover 
Do of the Main Guard to Morrow Majr Lee 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hardy 
Head Quarters Cambrigde July 16th 1775. 
Parole, Carolina Counrerƒign Springfield 
the Continnetal Congreƒs having Earnƒtly Recom-
ended that thurƒday Next the twenthth Inft Be obƒerved 
by the indabents of all the Inglish Coloneys upon the 
5 
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Contennent as a day of puplick humilation of Faƒting 
and Prayer that they may with United hearts and Voice 
umfaindly Confeƒs there sins Before God and Suplecate 
the all-wiƒe and Merƒifull Desposer of Events to avert 
the Deƒolation and Calamities of an unnatural War 
the Genoral orders that Day to Be Religously obe-
served by the Forƒes under His Command Exactly in 
the Manner Directed By the proclamation of the Con-
t inental Congreƒs It is therefore Strictly Injoyned all 
officers and Soldiers not upon Duty to Attend Devine 
Service at there Accumƒtomed places of Woshep as 
well in the Lines as the Incampmen[ts]| and Quaters 
and it is Expected that all thoƒe who Go to Woshep 
Do take there armes Amunition and Accurtements and 
are prepared For Immediat Auticon if Called upon if in 
the Judgement of the officers the work Should Appear 
to be in Such Forwardneƒs as the Utmoƒt Security of 
the Camp Requres they will Command there men to 
Abƒtain from all Labour upon that Solom Day 
It is with Much Supriƒe and conƒern that the Genoral 
in paƒsing along the New hampshire Lynes yerƒterday 
obƒerved a moƒt wanton Miƒchieveus and unprofitble 
abuƒe of property in the Deƒtution of many Valuable 
Trees Which were Standing along the Side of the Road 
out the way of our works or Guns he therefore Orders 
that affectial Stop be put to Such Practices for the Futer 
or Severe puniƒhment will Fall upon the tranƒgreƒsors of 
this order 
William Paifrey Eƒqr is apointed adecamp to Majr 
Genoral Lee all orders whether Writen or Verbal Com-
ing from general Lee and Deiiverd by Capt paltrey are 
to be puntuly Obeyed 
A perticuler Return to be Deliverd to the Adjutant 
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Genoral to morrow at orderly times of the Regment of 
Artilery Distingushing how Every man and officer in 
that Corps is at preƒant Employed and where poƒted 
F. Officer of the Day to Morrow Col Preƒcott 
officer of the Main Guard Colon Johnnott 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Tylor 
Draught of Capt Coits Company 
One Subaltern 2 Serjt 1 Corperal & 30 Privits for 
Leachmeers point to Night 
Head Quaters Cambrigde 17th July 1775 
parole Boƒton Counterƒign Salam 
there is Reƒon to apreheand that the Genl orders are 
not Regulerly published to the Non Commiƒiond officers 
and Soldiers in the army as pleading Igornance of orders 
will not For the Futer Be admitted in Excuƒe of any 
Delinquece it is once more ordered that the adjutants 
of the Sevirol Corps will be Exact in Seeing the orders 
Read Every Morning & Evning to the men of Duty 
ot there Reƒpective Corps as they may Depend upon 
Anƒwering it before a Court Martial for any Neglect of 
obeying this order 
the Genol Court Martial whereof Colon John Nixon 
is Preƒadent to Set again to Morrow moring at 8 oclok 
To try Such prisoners as Shall be Brought Before them 
all Evedance and perƒons Concernd to attend the Court 
there being a Great Neglect in Sending in there Returns 
to the adjutant Genoral as Derected in Genoral orders 
Fryday last Eƒpesaly from the Regments posted in & 
Near Roxbury ye Genorl Aƒuers the Commanding officers 
of Corps from whom the Returns aee Expected that he 
will not for the Future paƒs over the Sliteƒt Neglect in 
Sending Returns to head quarters at the time Derected 
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by the Genll orders if there is any Remiƒsneƒs in the 
Adjutants the Colons will not Du there Duty if they Do 
not Fourthwith Confin the transgreƒsors 
officer of the Day Colr Roberƒon 
of the Main Guard Majr Woods 
Adjutant of the Day Gibbs 
Head quarters Cambrigde July 18th 1775 
Genoral orders Camp Before Boston 18th July 1775 
Parole Wellmngton Counterƒign. Cheƒter 
as the Chevaux de Frize is not in Readneƒs the offi-
cers Commanding the Differnt Lines and Redouts are 
as Soon as posable to provide Suffisant number of gab-
ions Which are to Lay Emty at the Entirance or there 
Reƒpetive poƒts in order to be Filled up as ocation May 
Require Gen l l putnam will fourthwith ordr his post to 
be Furnished with a Large Number of Fashines the 
officers Commanding the Differant poƒts to Send an 
Exact account to head quarters this afternoon of all 
the Intrenching tooles In there pos[sess]ion Spaids pick 
axes wheel Barros hand Barrows axes and Crow Barrs 
to Mention there Number and Qualety of any of theƒe 
Impliments that are Still wanting to Carry on theƒe 
works 
6 Capts 12 Subaltarens 12 Serjts and 300 Rank & File 
to prade to morrow Morning Imeadiatly after Devine 
Service from the Reg t s now Stationed in Cambrigde as a 
working party to aƒist in Raising the Newhamƒhire Lines 
Colon Scammnons 
of the Maƒsechuƒsets Bay Forces 
Tryed by the Gell Court Martial of which Coln 
John Nixon was presadant for Disobeden[ce] of orders 
and Backwardneƒs in Execution of his Duty the Court 
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after Duly Examening the Evidance for and Againƒt the 
prisoner together with what the prisoner had to say 
in his Defence are of Opinon that Coln Scamon is not 
guilty of the Crime wherewith he was Accuƒed and 
therefore Doth Acquit the prisoner Colon Scamon to be 
Immeadiatly Dismist from his Areƒt 
If after what has happend the Enemy in Revenge 
of there late Loƒes Should Dare of Inforƒing our Lines 
the army may be Aƒuered that Nothing but there own 
Indolanc and Remiƒsneƒs Can Give the Leaƒt hope of 
Suceƒs to So Rash an Enterpriƒe it is therefore Strongly 
Recommended to the Commanding officers of Corps 
Guards and Detachments that they be Asidously alart 
in prading there Men at there Several polls half a hour* 
Before Day Break and Remain there untill the Com-
mandingg officer thinks proper to Dismiƒs the 
ye Geno1 hears with aƒtonishment the many Frquant 
applications that has Bin mad to him as well By offi-
cers as Soldiers for Furlow Brave men who are Ingaged 
in the Noble Cauƒe of Liberty Should Never think of 
Moving from there Camp while the Enamy is in Sight 
and anctions to tak Every advantige any Indisgretion 
on our Side may Give them 
the Genol Douts not But the Commanding officers 
of Corps will antispate his wiƒhes and Discourge thoƒe 
under them from Disgraƒefully Disiring to Go home 
until the Camphain is Ended 
officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Briges 
officer of the Main Guard Majr poor 
Adjutant of the Day Fox 
for Fitigue to Morrow 1 Subaltren 2 Serjts & 30 Pri-
vits of Capt Coits Company 
* "Anour" partly corrected. 
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July 19th 1775 
Camp Before Boƒton at Cambrigde 
Parole Darby Couterƒign Marbelhead 
Officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Glover 
officer of the Main Guard to Mo Majr Brooks 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Hardy 
Head quarters Cambrigde 20th July 1775 
Parole Albany Counterƒign Ticonderoga 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Color Brickit 
Do. officer of the Main Guard to Morw Mjr Lee 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Tylor 
Genoral orders 
Cartain Drums in and Near Cambrigde Very Im-
properly beat the Revelle this morning Before Day 
although the troops are orderd to be under armes half 
an hour* before Day Break it Dos not follow that the 
Drums are to Beat at that time the Revalley is to Beat 
when a Sentra Can See Clearly one thousand Yards 
around him and not Before 
All Adecamps and Majrs of Brigads are to keep Reg-
urlerly Entered in a Book all the Genoral orders of the 
army as well of those as† the Brigade they Belong to 
as the Genoral In Chief will not for the Future admit 
as an Exeuƒe for the Breach of orders the plee of not 
knowing them 
Samuel Oƒgood Esqr & Joseph Ward Esqr Being 
appointed adecamps to Majr genoral ward they are to 
be obeyd as Such as all orders Coming from adecamps 
are to be Conƒidered as the orders of there Reƒpective 
Genorls whether Writen or Verple & to be Fourthwith 
obeyed 
* " A n o u r " partly corrected. † Read "as those of." 
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It niay be Neƒsesery once more to Repeat to the army 
that Evenr Adecamp & Majr Brigade Will be Distin-
guished By a Green Ribband 
Certain Corps having Bin Dilatory in Dilivering Laƒt 
Saterday there weekly Returns as positively Dericted in 
Former orders 
the Genoral is Determined for the Future not to 
Excuƒe any Neglect in Sending there Returns Every 
Saterday to the adjutant Genl as the Commanding 
officers of Regments are to be anƒwerable for the 
Disobedance of this order it is Expected They are 
Exact in Obliging there Reƒpective Adjutants to Fufill 
there Duty 
Regmential orders 
the Court martial that set this Morning for the Tryal 
oi Nathaniel Tuftes Reports that the prisoner is Guilty 
of Inƒolent Behavour and therefore Sentance him to 
Remain Prisoner untill to morrow Evining at Six oclock 
and then to ask Pardon of the Serjant Major at the head 
of the Company 
the Sentance Confermed 
Head quarters Cambrigde 21th July 1775 
Parole Malden Counterƒign Chelƒey 
officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Johonett 
Officer of the Main Guard to Morrow Majr Woods 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Gibbs 
Draught of Capt Coits Company for Leachmr Point 
1 Serjant & 6 Privates 
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Head Quarters Cambrigde 22nd July 1775 
Parole Nantuƒkat Counterƒine Miƒƒipe 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Brigg 
officer of the Main Guard to Morrow Coln poor 
Adjutant of the Day to Morrow Fox 
Capt Iƒral putnam and Lel Samul Webb Being 
apointed agdcarnp to Majr Genl putnam they are to 
be obey as such in Regularty and Du Sobordernation 
it being so Esentially Nesaƒery to the Good order and 
Goverment of an army and without it the whole muƒt 
soon beeom a sene of Disorder and Confution the 
Genl Finds it Indespenƒable Neƒseƒary without wating 
any Longer for Dispacthes from the Genll Contennetal 
Congreƒs Imediatly to Form the army into three grand 
Deviƒons and of Deviding Each of theƒe grand Deviƒ-
ions in to Brigades he therefore orders that the Fol-
lowing Regmts to wit - Genoral Wards Genll Thomas 
Colon Fellows Colon Cottons Colon Danielƒons Colon 
David Bruers Compoƒe one Brigade and be under the 
Comand of Brigerder Genoral Thomas 
that Genll Spencers Colon parsons Colon Lernords Coln 
Walkers Colon James Reeds Independents Compoƒe 
Another Brigade to be Commanded by Brigdcr Gen' 
Spencer that there two Brigads Compoƒe the Right wing 
or Devision of the Anny and be under the Command 
of Majr Genll ward and Remain at Roxbury and its 
Southern Dependances 
That Colon Starkst Colon poors Colon Reeds New 
hamƒhire Colon Nixons Colon Mansfield Colon Dolit-
tles Maƒseƒiuƒets be Formed into another Brigade under 
the Command of Brigdr Genn Sulavin and polled on 
winter hill 
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that Colon Varnums Colon Hitcheocks Colon Churches 
Rodlƒhand Colon Whitconbs Colon Gardiners Colon 
Jonathan Bruers Maƒsechutes be Formed into another 
Brigade 
and Commanded by Brigader genoll Green And poƒted 
upon proƒpect hill and thefe two Brigades to Compoƒe 
the Left wing 
or Second Deviƒion of the Army under the Command 
of Majr Genll Lee 
that Genll Heaths Coln partiƒons Coln Seamons Colon 
Gerishes Colon Phinnies Colon preƒscotts be Formed into 
another Brigade and Commanded By Brigader Genll 
Heath and be poƒted 
that Genll putnams Coln Glovers Coln Fryes Coln 
Brigges Coln Woodbriges Colon Sergants be Formed 
into Another Brigade under the Command of the Senor 
officer therein and untill the pleaƒure of the Conten-
nental Congreƒs be known theƒe to Brigades to Remain 
under the Command of Majr Genll putnam as alƒo a 
Corps Derefere [corps de reserve'?] for the Defence 
of the Several poƒts North of Roxbury not All Rede 
Named 
the araingment all Redey orderd to take plasƒe and 
is to be made as speedly as posable the* & the Majrs 
11
 are to See it Don accordingly Some Inconvin-
inces may ariƒe to Sertan Indeviduels By this Change 
But as the Good of the Service Requires it to be made, 
an alart and Redy Compliance is Expected all Aplica-
tions from henceforward by officers or Soldiers for Leve 
* Left uncanceled in making a correction. 
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are to be made to the Majr Genll Commanding Each 
Deviƒion W h o is to Judge of the propriety of the 
application and Grant Furlongs where they See Cauƒe 
Without applying to the Commander in Chief provided 
it be not Contrary to Genll orders 
Genll Lees Regm t is to take poƒt at N0 two in Lew of 
Gen l l Wards Colon patterƒons Remains at N0 three 
to Ocpy N0 1 in the Redout betwen that and N0 2 
Colon Regm t to take poll at the Redout at sewals 
point Colon Gerishs Regm t to Furnƒh the Companys for 
Chelƒey Maldin and Medford 
of Capt Sub & 6 privits for Lechmeers poinr to 
Night & 1 Sub t to Viƒet Colleg to morrow 
Head Quarters Cambrigde 23d July 1775 
Perole Brunƒwick Counterƒign Prinstown 
as the Continnental army hear Unfourtnatly have no 
Uniforms and Conƒequentily many Inconvences must 
ariƒe from not being able always to Distinguƒh the 
Commiƒiond officers from the NonCommiƒond and 
the NonCommiƒiond from the Privits it is Deƒired 
that som Badges of Diƒtintions May be Immediatly 
provided for Inƒtance the Field officers may have 
Read or penk Coulerd Cockades in there hatts the 
Capts Yellow or Buff the Subalns Green they are to 
Furniƒh themƒelfs accordingly the Serj ts May Distinguiƒh 
themƒelfs by a Epaulet or Strip of Read Cloth sewed 
upon there Right Shoulder the Copralls one of Green 
the people Imployed to Make Spears are Diƒired by the 
Genll to Make 4 dozen of them Immediatly 13 Feel in 
Length and the wood part a gooddeal more Subƒtantial 
then the other all ready made perticulerly in the New 
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hamƒhire Lines are Rediculouƒly Short and slight & Can 
anƒwer no sort of purpoƒe no more are to be made on 
the Same Modle 
The Commanding officers of the Differrant Works & 
poƒt are once more Injoyned to furniƒh tlhemƒelfs with a 
Sufficant Number of gabbions & Faƒthines which are to 
Stop up the Entrance of the Reƒpetive Redouts and 
Lines and to Repaire there works which may Either 
be Damiged by the wether or the Enamys Fire it is 
Obƒerved, that Several of the Entrays of the Redouts 
are still Left open with out any sort of Defence, the 
Commanding officers of Each Redout are therefore 
orderd to Cut a wide Deep Ditch at the Entrance and 
throw on a Strong Ridge of planck acroƒe this is to be 
Done without Delay 
John Davis of Capt Foƒters Company in Colon Grid-
ley Regmt of Artilery Tryd for Deƒertion & Suƒpition of 
Intending to Go over to the Enamy is Accquited by 
the Genll Court Martial 
Enƒign Crofton accuƒed by Colon Sceammon of 
Abuƒive & inƒulting Languge while the Said Coln 
Sceammon was under areƒt tryed by a genll Court Mar-
rial of which Colon Nickƒon was Preaƒadant the Court 
was unanamuƒly of oppion that the prisoner was not 
Guilty and Do therefore Dismiƒs him With hounour 
Enƒign Crofton is Fourthwith to be Dismiƒsd from his 
Arreƒt Michiel Berry in Capt Parkers Compy and Colon 
Preƒcotts Regmt Tryed by the same Gen l l Court for 
Refusing his Duty & Inlisting in Another Company, 
the Court Cotdems the Prisoner and orders him to 
Receve 39 Lashes the Gen l l orders the Sentance to be 
put in Execution at the head of rhe Regmt the Delin-
quit belongs to 
6o 
Colon Littles Regm t ommitted in yerƒterdyes orders is 
in Genll Greens Brigade & to be poƒted on proƒpect hill 
Head Quarters Cambrigde July 24th 1775 
Parole Salsbury Counterƒign Cumberland 
It being thought proper to Distinguƒh the Majrs 
from the Brigadear Genll by som perticuler mark for 
the Future the Majrs Gen l l will weare a Broad purpel 
Ribband 
Notwithstanding the Genlls orders Marking the Dis-
tinguishing officers Adcamps &C the Genolls are Free-
quently Stoped by the Centinels which Can only happen 
by the Capt Neglecting to Read the orders to there 
reƒpective Companys If any Genll officers adecamps 
or Majrs Brigade is again stoped through the Ignornce 
of the Centernels the Capts will be Conƒidered Reƒponƒble 
as any Atempt of the Enamy From the Laƒe Disapoint-
ment may have the Rashneƒs or hardueƒs to make an 
atempt it will be Violent and Suden the Genll Expects 
the officers and soldiers Will be not only Reƒelute But 
alart ro Defeet [it] and in perticuler he Inforƒes his orders 
to Every officer upon no Account Duty Excepted to 
Lay out of Camp But upon Every Ocation to shew by 
there Example that Activaly and Couarge to Defeat 
the Interpriƒing Enamy and notwithstanding the orders 
of the 11th Inst Expreƒsly Forbiding all officers and 
soldiers from Quiting there Guard before they are 
properly Releaƒed and Dismiƒsed. the Gen l l is Informed 
Such [un]Soldier Like practices is still Commited he 
therfore orders that officrs & noncommiƒioned officers 
not to Suffef any perƒon to Ouit there guard upon any 
pertence 
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Care to be taken that the men are Suplied with pro 
viƒion before they mount the Guard Report being Maid 
this morning to the Genll that the Main guard Room is 
keept abominable Filthey and Durty that for the Future 
no Commanding officer is to Releve another upon that 
Guard untill he is Aƒuered that the officers and mens 
apartments are Cleaned & in Deaƒant order 
the Surgan of Every Regmt in the Lines Redouts or 
in or Near Cambrigde to Diliver to morrow at twelve at 
Noon to the adjutant Genll at head quarters an Exact 
Return of the Sick in the Regmt they Belong to the 
Names Ranks and Disorder of Each officer noncom-
miƒioned officer & Soldier to be Mentioned in the 
Return, the Return of the Surgans of the Corps Sta-
tioned in or Near Roxbury to be Maide to the Com-
mander Genll at Roxbury tuƒday noon in the Maner 
and Form Detected by the above order, and the Genll 
Commanding at Roxbury will tranƒmitt them to head 
Ouarters on wenƒday at orderly times 
Head Ouarters Cambrigde 25th 1775 
Parole Halefax Counrerƒign York 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Lt Co1 Robarson 
For the Main Guard to Morrow Majr woods 
adjutant of the Day to Morrow Gibbs 
Genoral orders 
Continuel Complaints being Maide that Soldiers of 
Regm ts and Companys after Inlisting into one Company 
and Regm t have Gon and Inlisted into another Inƒo-
much that it would Ingroƒs the Genorals hole time to 
hear the Disputes on the subject. for the Future any 
officers who have any Dispute with Regard to the men 
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Recruted are to aply to the Brigadear Commanding 
there Brigade who will order a Court martial of the 
Brigade to Hear and Determin the matter 
the Gen l l Court Martial of which Coln nixon was 
preaƒidant is to be Disoleved this Eving — and another 
Gen l l Court martial of the Lines to Set to morrow 
morning at the Uƒal time & plaƒe to try such prisoners 
as shall be Brought before them all Evedinces and per-
ƒons Conƒerned to attend the Court 
26th Ju ly 1775 Regmential orders 
the orderly Serjts of Each Company are Commanded 
fourthwith to Make Return of the number of tents in 
the Companys they belong to which are pitched and 
the Number not pitched in the poƒestion of any in 
the Companys they Reƒpectively belong to and the 
Quarter maƒter to make Return of all other tents and 
markque in the Regm t not in the poƒestion of the Com-
panys 
Roxbury 26th July 1775 Genoral orders 
Field officer of the Day to morrow Cololl parƒons 
Genoral Thomas Reg t to find a Capt for the Main 
guard 
All Guards and Fetigue men as Uƒual 
Detale F C S S C Pts 
1 0 4 4 4 153 
Meeting houƒe . . . . het* 3 
Main Guard . . . . . . morgan 5 
Fetigue . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lee . 6 
Camp G . . . .. . . . babcock 3 
Quarter G 0 
* Huct. 
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Regmential orders 
Som Questions having alredey Risen about warning 
the Commiƒioned officers noncomiƒioned officers and 
Soldiers uoon any Duty it cannot admit of a Dout but 
that it is the Duty of the adjutant to give Notice per-
sonablely to the Commiƒioned officers and the Sert of 
the Reƒpetive Companys to Notify all other people 
But the officers will all Study to Render the Duty of 
Every offcer and Soldiar as Eƒey as posable with the 
genoral good of the service 
and as the Adjutant from the Multiplicity of his 
Buƒineƒs may [at] times find it Difucalt to Give Notece 
perƒonably tis hopeed the Commiƒioned officers will 
Exept a Notifation from there non comiƒioned officrs 
when his Buiƒneƒs Shall Render it Difucalt to notify 
them Perƒonaly 
that a Rcginentl Courtmartial be held at Cap t Gales 
Markque Capt Gale Preaƒadent Levt Baldwin Levt huet 
Levt Lee & Enƒign Babcock Members Thomas Leeds a 
soldier in Levt Colon Tylors Company Confined for pro-
phain Swering the priƒoner being brought before the 
Court Denied the Crime Laid to his Charge: Evidance 
being produced againƒt him it Appeared to the Court 
that the priƒoncr is Guilty & that he ƒhall pay a Fine of 
One Shilling 
A Regmtl Court Martial held at the Preƒadants Mark-
que 25 July 1775 Capt Cleft Presadent Let Darrow 
Let Eldrige Enƒign Morgan Levt Latham Enƒign Lat-
imeer Members 
For the Tryal of such prisoners as were Brought 
Before Joƒhua Chappel of the 5th Company Conƒyned for 
prophane Swering was Brought Before sad Court on 
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Examination Plead Guilty it is the opionion of the 
Court Sd Chapel pay the Fine of one Shilling Lawfull 
money as a Fine. Rufas Brown of the 3d Company 
Confined for prophain Swearing plead Gulty of the 
Crime Laid to his Charge it is of the Opionon of this 
Court that Sad Brown pay the fine of one Shilling 
Bynarjar Beebe a soldier in the 5th Company Confined 
of propain Swaring was Brought before Sd Court & on 
Examination plead Guilty of the Crime Laid to his 
Charge it is the opinon of Sd Court, that Sd Beebe pay 
the Sum of one Shilling as a fine all Which fines are to 
be Dispoƒed of Agraeble to the Firty firƒt Article of the 
Martial Law 
that a Court Martial hild the 19th July Capt Spicer 
preƒadant Levt Raymond Levt Edmunds Levt Williams 
Levt Catling Enƒign Babcock Do Morgan Members 
Tryed Comfort Chapell Soldier in Cap t Chapmans 
Company Confined for Disobying Orders and Making 
Disturbances in Camp the prisoner being Brought before 
Sd Court Plead Gulty of the Latter Charge Alledgcd 
aganƒt him and found not guilty of the Former it is the 
opion of this Court that the prisoner pay a fine of 5 
shillings Lawfull money to be Dispoƒed of according to 
the 51 article of the Martal Law & be Returnd to his Duty 
Regmtl Court Martial held July 21th at Capt Silles 
Marque Capt Sill Levt Waterhouƒe Levt Bruƒter Enƒign 
hall Enƒign Latimer Enƒign Latham Members Tryd Danll 
McCain a soldier in Capt Gailes Company Confined for 
Intemperarnce Drinking Spiritus Licquers when on guard 
for Swearing & quariling and is found guilty of the 
Crimes alledged to his Charge Sad Court are of Opinon 
that the priƒoner pay a fine of ten Shillings Lawfull 
^5 
Money to be Disposed of Agreeable to the 51st article 
of the Martial Law & be Returned to his Duty 
Andrew Toaly a soldier in Capt Ely Company tryed 
for being out of Camp Contrary to orders and Breaking 
the windows of a houƒe in town Laƒt Saterday night 
was found Guilty of the Crime Laid to his Charge and 
Sentenced to pay Four Shillings Damige and two Shill-
ings fine to be Disposed of as the Martial Law Dericts 
and to Make Confetion to the people Ingured 
Roxbury July 27th 1775 
Parole Counterƒign 
General orders 
It is orderd that the quatermaƒters of the Several 
Regments in this Camp that they take proper Care to 
see that ye Spears or pikis in the Breaƒt works be Oyled 
and keept Clean Agreeable to the orders of the 14th 
lnft Which is to be Don twice a week therefore it is 
Neƒesary that the quartermast[ers] Do meet at Adjutant 
Bruers office to morrow at 10 oclock in the morning in 
order to Settle the Rotation and times of Doing the Duty 
alƒo all adjutants are to Remmember that Genorall 
Returns muƒt be Made to morrow Guards & Fetigue 
as uƒual 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Coln Eager 
Detale 
F C S S C Pts 
0 0 4 5 5 170 
Carnp gd En. Let . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
quarter gd . . . . . ..... ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . 
Fetigue . . . . . . Levt M'grecor . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . 6 
Main gd Levt Hyde . . Hallam . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . 4 
Meeting gd . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 3 
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Head Quarters Cambrigde July 26th 1775 
Parole amƒterdam Counterƒign amboye 
It is Rccomanded to Commanding Officers of Corps 
that all Covering Made of Boards be Built in Form of 
Barricks in the moƒt advantagous Manner at the same 
time So Contrived as to be warm and Comfortable in 
Cold wether 
All Perƒons [passes?] to be Discontinued for the 
Future and no perƒon to be admitted into the Lines 
unleƒs Intreduƒsed by an officer who Can avouch for 
him or the order of the Commanding officer of the 
Lines it being Repreƒented that the presant hospitle 
is not Larg anof to Contain the sick Levt governr Olivers 
houƒe is to be Cleared for that purpoƒe & Care to be 
taken that no Injusry be Done 
it is notwithƒtanding ye Strict and Repeeted orders 
given out againƒt firing small armes it is hourly praticed. 
all officers Commanding poƒt Guards and Detachments 
to be Alart in aprehending all Future tranƒgreƒsors 
Capt Clark of genll putnams Regmt Confind in arreƒt 
for Neglect of Duty when on guard tryed by a genoral 
Court Martial is acquited and is Immediatiy to be 
Releƒed from his Arreƒt Luis wood a soldiar In Capt 
Norttons Company Colon preƒcotts Rcgm t Confined for 
Abƒenting himƒelf without Leave and Refusing ro take 
the oath and threatening to Leave the Army the Court 
Martial upon the Priƒoners pleading Guilty and prom-
ising to be Obediant for the future Recommanded him 
to the Genll Merƒy who was pleaƒed to pardon the 
prisoner 
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Roxbury after Orders 
that 16 men upon the hundred march to Dorcheƒter 
Meeting houƒe to morrow morning at the Beating of 
the Retvelle to Bring up Whale Boats to Reads Creek 
Cambrigde head quarters July 27th 1775 
Parole Bedford Counrerƒign Guilford 
John Trumble Esqr Being apointed adeCamp to his 
Exclancy the Commander in Chief he is to be obeyed 
as Such 
A Court of Inquire to set to morrow morning at 8 
oclock in the tuters Chamber Mr halis to Examin into 
a complaint Exhibited upon oath in the publick News 
papers againlt Mr Benjamin Whiting now a prisoner in 
the Colege all Evedance and perƒons Conƒerned to attend 
the Court 
For the Future when any Diƒsertors Com to any of 
the out Guards thy are without the Leaƒt Delay to be 
Sent with a Corperls Guard to the Next Guard in the 
Lines W h o is Emmediatly to Exƒort [escort] them in 
the Same Maner to the Majrs Genll Commanding that 
Diviƒion of the Army who as Soon as he has Examined 
them will fourthwith Send them under a proper Exsort 
from his Guard to head Quarters Som of the Deƒerters 
being made Drunk who Came Laƒt Night from the 
Enamy before they reached head Quarters it will be 
Conƒiderd as a Breach of order in any perƒon who gives 
Rum to a Difecter before they are Examined by the Genll 
A Subaltern officers Guard to be mountd to morrow 
moring by 8 oclock at a Certan Distance from the Small 
pox hoƒpittle rhe officer to Com this Evening at 6 oclock 
to the adjutant Gen l l for orders 
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Cambrigde Head Quarters 28 July 1775 
Parole Cumberland Counterƒign Brookline 
the Surgans of Learnords heaths Phineys Litles & 
Perƒons Regmts having Neglected to Deliver in there 
Returns of the Sick in there Reƒpective Regmts to the 
Adjutant Genll thoƒe Returns to be Delivcrd in Fourth-
with and the Surgans of those Regm ts are to be more 
Exact in there obeadance to orders 
Detale C S S C Pts 
5 5 5 151 
Let Ely 
Main Guard { 4 
Levt Darrow 
Quarter gd o 
Meeting houƒe & Lett Rayd 3 
Fetigue Levt Edmunds . Burnam 6 
Camp guard Enƒiga adams . 0 
Camp at Roxbury 29th July 1775 
Genll Ward obƒerves With Pleaƒure the alartneƒe of 
Troops in this Camp, and would have the strictest 
attintion payd 'to Exelant orders heretofore Inƒisted on 
Isued by the hounourable Genll Thomas perticulerly 
the orders in Caƒe of an alarm thoƒe for the preservation 
of privet property and thoƒe Reƒpeting Clenleness in 
there Cloƒe quarters and so forth as it is of the Utmoƒt 
Importance that we should be always prepaired Eaither 
for a suden attack from or Long Ingagmert with the 
Inveterate or Enterpriƒing Enamys of our Libertys the 
officers Commanding poƒts Guards Detachments and 
Corps will Examin the armes amunition and accouter-
ments or there Roƒpetive Companys Every munday & 
thurƒdays and see that all Deƒtiƒtionces are Supplyed and 
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Every Soldier be Provided with at leaƒt thirty Roundes 
of Cartherages If by Uƒeing or any other Means the 
armes of the Soldiers Should [be] Rendered Unfitt for 
Emmediate Service the officers will See that they are 
Fourth with put into the Beƒt order for autcion 
the Commanding [officers] of Every Regmt Corps 
and Detachment will Make out a Compleate Return 
of the names [of] all officers noncomiƒioned officers 
and privits of there Reƒpective Command by Wenƒday 
Next 
the Commanding officers of the train of artilery will 
make out a Return of all the ordinnance and ordinance 
Stores Belonging to this Incampment 
as oyƒters and other Shelld Fiƒh are Very unholƒom 
at this Seaƒon of the year no Perƒon belonging to this 
Army is allowed to be stroling about on Marƒhes or 
other Plaƒes unneƒesaryly Erpoƒing themƒelfs to the 
Enamys Fire 
The order of his Exclaney Gonll Washington Reƒpet-
ing the Greeting or oyling the Spears are to be Strictly 
obeyd the Spears allƒo to be stuck Perpendiculerly in 
rhe Ground (Blade upwards) Near the Breaƒt works 
as the Great Cauƒe of american Liberty is Vauƒtly 
Important the Gen l l [trusts] that no officer or Soldier 
will Disire Leve of abƒence Excpt in Caƒe of abƒolut 
neƒsesity and then the Commanding officer of the Corps 
of Detachment to which the officer or Soldier Belongs 
W h o wants the Furlow will Make aplication To the 
Genll By the Commander of the Brigade to which he 
Be longs 
Two orderly Serjants are to attend at head quarters 
It is orderd that Every Commanding officer of a Com-
pany Guard or Detachment be puntcul in seeing that 
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the Hole of his Reƒpetive Command be Called over a 
Leaƒt twice a Day 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Danilƒon 
Colon Bruer to Find a capt the Main guard to Morrow 
Detales are made out for Main guard to morrow 
Detale 
C S S C privits 
o 3 4 4 100 
Mane guard Douglas 3 
Meeting houƒe 3 
Quater Guard 0 
Camp Guard Melvill 3 
officers for Guard 
Enƒign Latham Main Guard 
Enƒign Wade Meering houƒe picket 
Levt Williams Camp Guard 
Camp at Roxbury July 28th 1775 
Regment Courtmartial held agreeable to orders Capt 
Coit Presadant Capt Chapman Cleƒt Sill Spicer Levt 
Rosirer Eldrige Edmunds 
Thomas Brown of Majr Prentices Company Color 
Perƒons Regmt Confined for Disobedance of orders and 
Neglect of Duty the prisoner plead not Guilty the 
Evadance being heard it is the oppion of this Court 
that Said Brown is not Guilty and therefore give Judg-
ment that he be Releaƒed from the Guard 
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Cambridge Head Quarters 29th July 1775 
Parole Dartmouth Counterƒign Cork 
a serjant and Six men to parade at head quarters at 
Eleven Oclock to Eƒcort Sertan Prisoners and Diserters 
To Woster this party to be Vitueled for this Day and 
tomorrow the Serjant will Recve his orders from the 
adjutant 
M r Benjamin Whiting Tryd by a Court of Inquire 
orderd in the Genoral orders of rhe 27th Inƒtant whereof 
Levt Colon James Preƒcott was Preƒadant the Court 
having Maturely Confiderd the Evadance for and 
aganƒt the prisoner as well as what the Perƒon had to 
offer in his Defence are of opinon that the prisoner is 
not Guilty of the Crime Lade to his Charge and Do 
therefore acquit the priƒoner the Genn therefore orders 
the prisoner to be Releƒed 
James McDaniel Tryed by a Genoral Court Martial 
Whereof Glover was preƒadant for Forging an order of 
Genn putnams to obtain a quart of Rum and for abuƒive 
Languge to Coln Gridley is Found Guilty and orderd to 
Recve twenty Lashes the Genll Confirms the Sentance 
& orders it to be Ecxcuted after prayr to morrow 
James Foster of Capt Butlers Company in Color 
Nixons Regmt tryd by the Same Genll Court Martial for 
Robing Dotr Foster Surgan of the Genll hospittle being 
Found Guilty of the Charge is Sentanced to Recve 
thirty Nine Lashes and Suffer one monthes Fatigue 
the Genll approves the Judgment and orders it to be 
put in Execution at the head of the Regm t yo morrow 
morning 
William winƒlow of Capt Perkins Company of artilery 
Tryd by the Same Genll Court Martiall for Stealing a 
Canon Cartherdige of powder is acquited 
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Camp Roxbury 29th 1775 
Detale C S S C Privits 
Main guard. 120 
3 Enƒign plats 
Fatigue 6 Levt Roƒiter 
Meeting picqt . . . . . . . . 3 Let galop 
Camp guard . . . . . . . . 4 Levt Collin 
Quarter guard o 
Roxbury July 30th 1775 
Parole Eƒex Counnterƒign Dublan 
Field officer of the Day to Morw Colon Coton 
Gen l l Spencers Begin t Finds a Capt Main Guard to 
Morrow 
A Genll Court Martial of the Lines to Set to Morrow 
at ten oclock In the Morning For tryal of such Prisoners 
as shall be Brought Before the Court 
Genll Ward Gen l l Spencer Genll Thomas & Colon 
Bellows Regmt to send Each of them a Captain Colon 
Parƒons Colon Cotons Colon Lernods Colon Bruers Colon 
Reeds Colon Danielƒons Colon walkers Colon Henmans 
to Send Each of them a Subaltran to Meet at such place 
as shall be hearafter apointed and a Return to be Made 
to the adjutant at his office to morrow at twelve oclock 
with the Names of the Members 
Cambrigde orders 
William Tudor Esq r being apointed Judg advocate 
of the Continnintial army he is in all things Relative to 
his office [to be] obeyd as such 
The Drumers and Fifers of the Regmt in and about 
Cambrigde are Conƒtantly to attend the Drum and Fife 
Maj rs ar the Uƒual hours of Inƒtrution 
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N . B . — Colon Pitckin is to Be presadant of the above 
Courtmiartial 
Roxbury 31st July 1775 
Detales C S S C Prts 
5 S 5 237 
Main Guard . . Dote . . . 3 Levt Bruƒter 
Meeting Picquit Fargo . . . 3 Enƒign hall 
Fetigue . . . Baldin . . . 6 Eng r e Nevins 
Camp Guard Perkins - - 4 Levt Eldrige 
Quarter Guard 0 L 
Fetigue to Night palmer 0 Levt Waterhoƒ 
Roxbury July 31st 1775 
Genll orders 
Parole Falkland Counterƒign adington 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow M r Danilƒon 
Colon Reeds Regmt To find a Capt Main guard to 
Morrow 
that all adjutants in the Masechuƒets Forses Send a 
Return to adjutant Bruers office this night with An 
acouut of the number of Men in there Reƒpetive 
Regmts that have not Receved there 40 Shillings 
advance pay 
Genoral wards orders 
That a Genll Court martial be apointed to Set on 
tusday Next at Eiaght oclock in the Morning to be 
held at Genl Spencers for the Tryal of Nathan Dogg 
[Dodge?] Soldier in Capt Wells Company For Deƒer-
tion all Evadance and perƒons Conƒernd are to attend 
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the Court Coln pitkin Presadant Capt Joƒiah Fay Iƒral 
Chapin CAnll Lathrop Levi Weels & Ruben Davis 
Noah Hall amos Ellis John McGregor Silas Goodrich 
M rSkiner Mr Sheppard Me pop[e] Levtanats that 
600 men be paraded this afternoon at 6 ocloek 
properly officerd Each man wirt a Kanteen for Battle 
water as no Man will be allowed to git water in the 
Night the plaƒe of parade is the orchard Wist of Mr 
Blanys Store to be Imployed as Coln Putnam Shall 
Direct 
Cambrigde 31st Ju ly 1775 
The Continnential Congreƒs having ben Pleaƒed to 
Apoint Joseph Trumbel Esqr Comiƒsery General to the 
Army of the Unitid Colonys all Comiƒerys heartofore 
Apointed by any of the Differant Coloneys Congreƒs or 
by Perticuler Athoraty Fourthwith to Make an Exact 
Return of the Proviƒions and all the Differant Spaces 
[species] of profiƒion they have in or Near the Camp 
at Cambrigde and Roxbury there upon Comiƒery Gen l 
Trumbel being aƒuered by the Report of his Clarkes 
aƒsistant or his own Examination that Return is Juƒt & 
tru is to Give a Reser for the Quantity Receved into 
his own hands which Receat will be a Good Voucher 
in pasing the Acounts of the Different Coloneys Comi-
sary heartofore appointed and will be allowed as Such by 
the Comiƒerys at Preƒant apointd by the Several Coloneys 
[who] are Fourthwith to Make up there Accounts unto 
the 3rd of Auguƒt incluƒive Ready to be Laid Before the 
Commander in Chief and by him Transmitted to the 
Contennetial Congress or to be adjuƒtd and Finily 
Settled by him as the Contennential Congreiƒ Shall 
see proper to Derict 
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A Return Sined by the Commanding Officer of the 
Regmt or Corps to be Deliverd to the adjutant Gen l l to 
Morrow Morning at Genll orders Time of the Names 
Rancks & Dates of the officers Comiƒons in there 
Respective Regments and Corps Mentioning alƒo the 
Vacances and how ocationed 
A Genll Courtmartial to Set Emediatly to Try Capt 
Gardiner of Colon Hitchcocks Regmt for Courdiƒe 
Denying his Post and Deƒerting his Men all Evadance 
and perƒons Conƒernd to attend the Court 
Auguƒt 1st 1775 
Regmential orders 
Notwitƒtanding Former orders For making Return 
of the Number of tents in Each Company in the Reg-
ment [there are] Great Complaints that more tents are 
in the Company or in the posestion of Idevideals Be-
longing To the Companys then the Number Returned 
it is therfore orderd that the Commanding officer of 
Each Company Forthwith Mak a Return under his 
own hand of the Number of men in there Respective 
Companys and of the Number of tents in there Re-
spective Companys or of any Noncomiƒiond officer or 
soldier in there Company that Equil Juƒtus may be 
Don to the Companys Respecting the tents 
Complaints being Made of Great Deƒtruction of the 
Frute Belonging to the Inhabetants at Roxbury and 
that Damige has been Don to the owners of the Frute 
Such Personal Ingures have been Sufferd by the practice 
of Throwing apples about the Camp It is orderd that 
all perƒons Belonging to this Regment upon there peril 
Forbear Diƒtroying the Frute & alƒo that the aforesaid 
pratice be Immediatly disused 
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Detales 
C S S C privits 
Main guard .Sanders 4 
Meet Picquite . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 3 
Camp Guard . 3 
Qt Guard . . . . . . . . . . .2 
Fetique Night.. . o 
Cambrigde Head Quarters 1st auguƒt 1775 
Parole Gibralter Counterƒign Fairfield 
the Genll thanks Majr Tuper and the officers and 
Soldiers under his Command for there Gallant & Solder 
Like Behavour in Possesing themƒelƒs of the Enamys 
poƒt at the Light houƒe and alƒo For the Number of 
Prisoners they Took there and Douts not Bur the Con-
tinnential army will be as Famos for there Marsy as For 
there Valour 
2 Subaltrans 2 Serj t 1 Drum 30 Rank & Fille To 
parade at head quarters by Noon to Eƒcort the Priƒoners 
to Woster the Commanding officer to Recve his orders 
From the adjutant Gen l l 
For the Satisfaction of all Conƒerned the Genll Detects 
the Following Reƒolution of the Legislature of this 
Colony to be Inserted in Genorl order (Vz) in the houƒe 
of Representatives watertown July 29th 1775 Whereas 
Sundry Complaints has Bin Made by Sundry Soldiers 
Raised by this Colony that rhey have not Recd. there 
allowance [advance?] pay of Forty Shillings agreeable 
to the Reƒolution of provential Congreƒs that A Com-
mitte be apointed Fo thrwi th to Apply to the Colon 
[els] of the Sevarl Regmts Raised by this Colony and 
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to the Muƒter and pay Maƒters in the Cambridge and 
Roxbury and obtain of them A Compleat List of the 
Noncommiƒiond officers and Soldiers in there Rrƒprct-
ive Regmts Distinguƒhing thoƒe that have ben Muƒterd 
and payd From thoƒe that have not that such Methords 
may Be preƒued as to Remove all Juƒt Grounds of Com-
plaint and orderd that Colon Cushing and Mr Webƒter 
with Such as the honourable Boyday [shall appoint] 
shall Joyn and be a Committe for the purpoƒe above 
mentioned Sent up for Concurance Read and Concured 
James Warin Speaker attest peris Mortton Secratary 
the officers Commanding the Maƒsechuƒetts Regmts will 
pay all Du attention to the Foregoing Reƒolutions 
one man from Every Company in Every Regmt in 
the army to be apointed as Camp coleman to Du Per-
ticuler Duty it muƒt be to attend the quarter Maƒter 
& quarter Maƒter Serjts to Sweep the Streets of there 
Respective Incampments To Fill up the old Nesesery 
houƒes & to Dig New ones to Bury all awfull Nauƒanecs 
that may poiƒon and affect the health of the Trops 
and the quarter Maƒters to be anƒwrrable to there Com-
manding officers a strict observance of this order by 
perƒevering in the Conƒtant well Doing and umtramilled 
Execution thereof to Remove that Odious Reputation 
which with But two much Reiƒon that Stigmatised the 
Character of American Troops 
the Colon and Commanding officers of american 
Troops are to be anƒwerable to the Gen l l For all Du 
obediance to theƒe orders 
the Gen l l Finding it not uncomƒtomary for officers to 
Take the Liberty or abƒenting them Selves from Camp 
without Leave for the Future any officer Found Guilty 
of So Glaring an offence againƒt all order and Diƒapline 
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& set So bad an Example to the Noncomiƒiond officers 
and Soldiers under there Command Such officers So 
offending May Depend upon being punished with the 
utmoƒt Severity 
Leaƒt the Late Succeƒs againƒt the Enaamy Should 
Occation any Relaxation in the alartneƒs of Troops the 
Genll Reccommends it in the Strongeƒt maner to all the 
officers & soldiers in the Contennential army to be more 
Vigelant in there Duty and watchfull of the Enamy as 
they will Sertanly take Evry advantige of any Supin-
neƒs on our part 
Head Quarters Roxbury auƒt 1th 1775 
Feild officer of the Day to Morrow Majr prentice 
From Connecticut 
Colon Cottons Regment to send a Capt to Morrow 
tat all the officers that went with Majr Tuper to the 
Light houƒe Iƒland Repair to the adjutant Gen l l office 
to morrow morning that all the houƒehold Furneture 
and other affects belonging to M r Williams Minns 
which was taken from him yerƒterday Morning at the 
Light houƒe Iƒland be Reƒtored to him again without 
Delay that all Parrys that have ben out on and Expe-
dition that obliged them to Expend any part or the 
Whole of there amunition upon there Return to make 
Emmediat application that rhey may be Suplyed With 
the Number of Rounds orderd 
Roxbury 2d Auguƒt 1775 
Detales C S S C Privits 
0 4 4 4 151 
Main Guard 4 
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Meeting Picquit 4 
Camp Guard . . . Enƒign Adams 3 
Fatigue . 6 
Quatrer guard 0 
Roxbury Auguƒt 22 1775 
Field Officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Sheperd 
Genll Thomas Regmt To Send a Capf For Man guard 
to Morrow and Main guard the same as this Day orderd 
that the adjutant attend Exactly at 4 oclock in the 
afternoon To lake Genor l orders at which Time the 
orderly Drum will Beat On the Grand Parade and no 
Exeuƒe to be taken for nonAtendance No second Read-
ing of Orders 
Cambrige Head quarters Auguƒt 2d 1775 
Parole Halifax Counterƒign Geneve 
Capt Oliver parker of Colon preƒcotts Regmt Tryed 
By a Genll Court Martial thereof colon Glover was 
Preasadant for Defrauding his Men of there advance 
pay and by Falƒ Returns Imposing upon the Comiƒary 
and for Drawing More Money then he has men in his 
Company and for Sellmg prviƒions he by that Means 
obtained he is By the Court Found Guilty of the Whole 
Charge Laid againƒt him and Sentanced to be Cashiered 
and Mulcted of all his pay and Renderd Incaperable of 
all Service. Capt Criƒtpher Gardiner of Colon Vernams 
Regmt in the the Rode Iƒland Brigade Tryd Bv a geno l 
Court Martial whereof Colon Church was p r e ƒ a n t for 
Diserting his post is Found Guilty of his Crime Laid 
ro his Charge and Unamouƒly Sentanced to be Cashired 
as Incaperable of the Service of his Countray in any 
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Millatary Capasaty the Genorl approves of Bold Sen-
tences and orders the Commanding officers of the Regmt 
to See the prisoners Dismiƒed from the army 
Ju ly* 3d 1775 
Detail C S S C Privits 
0 4 4 4 
Main guard 5 
Meeting picqut ....... 3 
Fatigue . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Camp guard o 
Quarter guard . . . . . . . . 2 
Rxbury auguƒt 3d 1775 
Feld o f f i c e r of the day to Morrow Majr Micthell of 
Colon Walkers Regmt Colon Learnods Regmt to Send a 
Capt for Main guard to Morrow 
That there be a meeting of all the Surgans in Rox-
bury Camp at the Hospitle to Morrow at 3 oclock in 
the after Noon 
Head quaters Cambridge Auguƒt 3d 1775 
Parole Irland Counterƒign Hartford 
When any plunder is Taken from the Enamy not 
Excepted by the Continnential articles of war Such 
plunder muƒt be all Surendered to the Commanding 
officer and as soon as Convenant after his arivel at head 
quarters publick Notes muƒt be Maide that an autiton 
may be held in the Front of the Iacampment for the 
sale thereof Next Day at Noon and the Money ariƒing 
therefrom is to be Equilly Devided Between the officers 
*Sic. but obviously a slip for August 
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& men that Took it this order is not to be Conƒtrud to 
Extend to premitting unlawfull and Ereguler Plunder-
ing as any officer or soldier W h o Shall be Found Guilty 
thereof will be punished with thc Greateƒt Severity 
All amores [armorers?] Belonging to any of the 
Regments in the Brigade posted in the Lines or in 
Cambrigde and those Imployed in the artilery to attend 
at headquarters by 8 oclock to Morrow Morning and 
noon [no one] will be Intitled to any pay hearafter who 
Dos not attend at that Time 
Roxbury Auguƒt 4th 1775 
Details C S S C Privits 
4 5 5 151 
Levt galop . . Camp Guard . Hill Lathrop 0 
Levt Rositer . . Fetigue . . Read Spicer 6 
Enƒign Wade . . Main guard . hascoll gates 5 
Enƒign Latham . . Metting picquit Douglaƒs Bill 1 
Quarter guard Wait Burnam o 
General orders 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Majr Jacobs 
Colon Danilƒons Regmt To Find a Capt for Main guard 
Morrow 
Fetigue Party & Main guard as Uƒual Colon Coton 
Colon Bruers Colon Danilƒons to Send no Fetigue to 
Morrow after orders from Geno l l wards that 300 men 
be Paraded this Night at the work houƒe at 6 oclock & 
300 men on the Grand Parade at the Same Time for a 
Covering Party with Sufficent officers the Fatigue Men 
to Draw there allowance of Rum Before Night and Each 
man have his Cantine Full of water that Colon Baily 
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Command the Covering party & a Field officer from 
Connecticut Command the Fetigue Party Colon Walkers 
Regmt To Send 40 men For Each party the other Regmts 
to
 Send the Same Number as orderd the Night before 
Last 
For Fetigne To Night Capt gale Levt Eldrige Enƒign 
Cambrigde Head quarters 4th Auguƒt 1775 
Parole London Counterƒign Iceland 
it with Indignation and Shame the Genll obƒerves that 
notwithƒtanding the Repeated orders which have Ben 
Given to pervent the Firing of guns in and about the 
Camp that it is Daily and hourly Pratised 
That Contrary to all orders Stragling Soldiers Do 
steal past the Guards and Fire at a distance Where there 
is not the Leaƒt poƒabilty of hurting the Enamy and| 
Where There is no other End anƒwerd but to waiƒt there 
amunition and Expose themƒelfs to the Redicule of the 
Enamy and keep there own Camp hariƒed by Frecquent 
& Continuel alarms to the hurt and Deterement of 
Every Good Soldier who is thereby Disturbed of his 
Natural Rest and at Length will Never he able to Dis-
tinguƒh Between the Real and the Falƒ alarmes for that 
Reƒon the Genl Forbids in the moƒt perremtory maner 
any Perƒon or Persons wharƒoever under any Pertence 
to Paƒe the out Guards unleƒs autherised by the Com-
manding officer of that part of the Lines Signafyed in 
Riting which muƒt be Shewed to the officers of the 
Guard in there Posts any Person Offending in this 
Perticuler will he Considered in no other Light then a 
Common Enamy and the guards will have orders To 
fire on them as Such 
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the Commanding officer of Every Regm t is to Derict 
that Every man in his Regmt is Made accquanted with 
theƒe orders to the End that no one may plead Ignor-
ance and that all may be apriƒd with the Consiquences 
of Disobediance the Colon of Regmts and the Com-
manding officers of Cores to order the Role of Each 
Company to be Called twice a Day and Every mans 
Amunition to Examined at Evening Role Calling and 
Such as are Found Difficant are to be Confined the 
Guards are to Aprehend all Perƒons Near there Posts 
whether towns people or Soldiers 
Roxbury 5th Auguƒt 1775 
Details 
Meeting pieq1 
Main guard . . . 
Ferigue 
Camp guard . . 
Quarter guard 
Fetigue Night 
officers For Fetigue this Night Capt Chapman 
Roxbury 28th July 1775 after Orders 
A Regmential Court Martial held agreeable to orders 
in the Camps at Roxbury Capt Coit Preƒadent 
Capt Chapman 
Capt Cleft Members Levt Roseter 
Capt Spicer of Said Levt Eldrige 
Capt Sill Court Martial Levt Edmunds 
C s 
0 4 
Dorince . 
Fargo 
Dore 
B 
4 
. . . . 
-
C 
4 
. . . . . 
privits 
151 
2 
3 
0 
2 
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Wm Wouth ington Gale A Serjant in Capt Gales 
Company Colon Parƒons Regmt Confined by Capt Ely 
For Tradusing and most Scandelouƒly aƒperƒing the 
Charector of Cap t Ely, the Prisoner pled that he was 
not Guilty, upon Examination of the Evadrnces it 
apears to this Court that he is Guilty, and therefore 
Give Judgment that Said Serjant at the Head of the 
Regiment be Reduƒed to the Ranks, then in the 4 
moƒt publick Plaƒes in the Regm t make a publick 
acknowldgement to Cap t Ely for the Groƒe abuƒe put 
on his Charicter and Beg Capt Elys Forgivenneƒs in 
Default or Neglect of Such acknowligmt to be Pub-
lickly Whipped at the Publick Post 39 Strips on his 
Naked Back then be Discharged by Being Drumd 
Without ye Lines of the Camp Carid in a horƒe Cart as 
a P a r ƒ o n of so Maliscous a Dispostion as unworthy the 
Name of a Soldier in the Preaƒant Glorious Cauƒe in 
which we are Ingaged 
Roxbury 3d auguƒt 1775 after ordrs 
A Regmential Court Martial held at Capt Sills Markee 
Capt Sill iPreaƒadant 
Levt Eldrige Members Enƒin Wade 
Levt Darrow of sd Enƒine LAtimer 
Court Martial Enƒign Nevens 
For the Tryal of Such Prisoners as were to be Brought 
Befor them Danll Button Soldier in Majr prentice Compy 
Confined for Prophain Swearing being Brought Before 
Sd Court on Examination of Evedanices was Found 
Guilty of the Crime Laid to his Charge it is the opioneon 
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of this Court that the Prisoner pay a Fine of 1 Shilling 
according to Law martial 
Roxbury auguƒt 5th 1775 
Feild officer of the Day to Morrow Maj r Tuper 
Colon Holms Regment To Send a Capt for Main 
guard to Morrow 
that the Main guard to Morrow & Picquit this Night 
be as Uƒual that Colon Reed Sind a Cap t & Colon a 
Subaltran For picquit this Night To Go to Colon Bruers 
alarm post 
that all Adjutants Make a Duty Return to adjutant 
Bruer to morrow 
that the officer of the Day when he Goes the Round 
by Day be Strict [in not] Exhibiting any Information 
to any guard at what Time of the Night he Intends to 
Go the Rounds and Sd officer is strictly Injoyned to Viset 
Every Guard in the Incampment 
The Commanding officer of Each Regment is to order 
a quarter Guard for rhe Regmt and all offenders [in] 
Crimes that are [tried] By a Regmential Court Martial 
to be Confined to the Quarter Guard of the Regmt he 
Belongs Tow And the Commanding officer is to apoint 
a Regmential Court Martial to try such as may be Con-
fined there the adjutant Genll is To Furnish as many 
Fetigue men as Levt Colon Putnam as may at [any] 
Time Judge Nesesary & Such a pat [party] to Cover 
the Same as the Colon Shall think Recquset for the[ir] 
Safty the Main Guard is To Conƒist of 200 privit Men 
Genoral Wards orders 
That the officer of the Day and the Picquit of 300 
Privits With the Full Compliment of officers for Each 
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& Each Guard is always to have a Field officer all Com-
manding officers wheather of the Main or the Qt Guard 
to mak a Return of Guards in the Following Maner 
The Commanding officer of Guards are to Make 
there Returns to the Commder of there Reƒpective 
Regm ts Colon Fellows is to Remove his Regment to 
Dorcheƒter The 7th Inf t and take Qts in the Barrick 
now occupied By Colon Walkers Regm t Colon Walk-
ers Regment Excepting the Company at Squanton 
to Remove to Roxbury on munday Next and Incamp 
in there tents & Barricks now Occupyed By Colon 
Fellows Regmt 
The Genoral hears with Sorrow 
that the many Wholƒom orders which have Bin Iƒued 
Rƒspecting Privit property are often tranƒgreƒsed None 
may Expect any Lenacy for the Future that are Found 
Guilty of the Breach of the above Said orders and 
Eƒpeƒaly thoƒe that Rob the Corn Fields as the Safty of 
the Camp in a great meƒure Depends upon the Strict 
Obƒervince of the order Before the Dawn of the Day 
it Gives the Genll pain to hear That Som of rhe officers 
are Neglectfull of there Duty and Conƒequently there 
Min [ a r e so] for the Future the Gen l Expects Impliƒet 
obediace Will be paide to the order or orders that have 
Ben lƒued For the above Purpoƒe and Such as are 
Found Guilty may not Flatter themƒelƒc that they will 
Receve any Lenaty 
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Head Quarters Cambridge Auguƒt 5th 1775 
Parole Weƒtminƒter Counterƒign Richmond 
For the Establishmet of order and to Prevent Dis-
putes Between officers as well as Fixing a Reguler & 
proper Distribution of the C o r m m i ƒ i o n s of the Conten-
nential Army Part of which are alredy arrived from the 
Congress and the Reƒt hourly Expected it is Orderd that 
a meeting of the Field officers of Each Brigade be held 
to morrow Morning at ten oclock as Near as may be to 
the Center of the Incampment of Each Brigade who 
Are to Choƒe by Ballad one out of there Body to Rep-
reƒent them in Forming a Court gor the Adjudgment and 
Final Settelment of Firƒt the Rank of the Regm t s of the 
Continnentill army & Numbering Each Regment accord-
ingly and all Difference and Distintions are now to be 
Laide aside the Regmts of the Several Provances that 
Form the Contential Army are to be Conƒiderd no 
Longer in a Seperate and Distinct point of View But 
as Parts of the whole Army of the United Provinces 
Secondly the Rank of the Field officers of all the 
Regmts Forming the Continnential army 
3dly The Rank of all Capts Subaltrans & Staff officers 
and as Douts may Ariƒe which Cannot be Determand 
by the 6 Field officers So Choƒen By Ballad they are 
hearby Dericted to Choƒe By Ballad one Brigadear Gen-
oral W h o will Perƒide as a moderater of the Court for 
Finaly Settling the Rank of all the Cores and all the 
Commiƒioned officers that Compoƒe the army of the 
United Coloneys this Court being Duly Conƒtrtured 
and apointed one to Set on munday morning Next 
at Decon Jones' in Cambrigde 
Prisoners 
Names 
For What 
confined 
What 
By whom 
confined 
| Comapny 
Belong to 
What 
Regiment 
Centernls 
No. 
Nights by day 
Confirned 
Centernls 
by 
Night 
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Details C S S C Privits 
4 4 4 151 
Meeting picqut Levt Eldrig 3 
Main guard Enƒign Wade freeman 5 
quarter guard Enƒign adams o 
Fatigue Levt Darrow 6 
gen l l guard 2 
Roxbury 6th Auguƒt 1775 
Field officer of the Day to Morrow Colon Bruer 
Colon [ ? ] Regm t to Send a Capt for Main Guard to 
Morrow 
that Each Regmt Send three men to augment the 
Main Guard to Morrow in the Lew of Colon Fellows 
& Colon walkers that are to Remove 
No Fetigue this Night Fetigue as uƒual 
That the men as has Been heartofore orderd for the 
Picquit parade at Sun set on the Grand Parade 
Cambrigde Head Quarters Aug t 6th 1775 
Parole Manchester Counterƒine Lanceƒter 
Regmtial orders 
att a Regmtial Court Martail held at the Preasadants 
Tent 
Levt Darrow Presadant 
Levt Galup Members Enƒign Wade 
Levt Huet of Sd Enƒign Babcock 
Court Martial Enƒign Latham 
Thomas Freeman in Colon Pa rƒons Company Con 
fined on Suƒpiƒon of Being Confederate with James 
Coleverƒon of Capt Parkers Company in Colon Daniel-
ƒons Regm t for Felonisly taking or Stealing a Shurt out 
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of the houƒe Thomas Shed Was Brought Before Sd 
Court was Examined with the Evadances is Found not 
Guilty of the Crime Lade to his Charge it is the opinon 
of the Court that Sad Freeman Should be Releaƒed from 
his Confinement 
Daniel McCan Soldier in Capt gales Company Con-
find for Swearing & Striking was Brought Before Sad 
Court on Examination of the prisoner and hearing the 
Evadance it is the opinion of this Court that the pris-
oner is Guilty of the Crimes Laid to his Charge & For 
Swearing to pay a Fine of one Shilling according to 
the Law Martial & For Striking and other unjustyfi-
able Inƒults to alexander keeney & others to Recve 
ten Stripes on his Naked Body 
William Worthing[ton] Gale of Capt Gales Com-
pany Confind by Adjutant Day for Belying him in a 
most Scandelouƒ & abuƒive maner, & For shamfuly 
aƒperƒing his Charictcr in Righting thoƒe Scandelous 
Lerrers Detected by Capt Ely was Brought Before Said 
Court and on Examination of hearing of the Evadances 
is found Guilty of the Crime Lade to his Charge it is 
the opinion of this Court that the Said Wm gale Make 
a Publick Confeƒion to adjutant Day at the head of the 
Regmt & then be Discharged from the Service and Ren-
dered Unworthy to Serve as a Soldier in So Glorious a 
Cauƒe as the United Colonys are now Engaged in and 
If Sd Gale Should Refuƒe to make his Confeƒsion as 
above to Said Day he is to be Drumed out of Camp 2 
Miles from the Regment & there Let go wheare he 
Pleaƒes Provided he Return not Camp 
Chrstopher Darrow Preasadt 
10 
90 
Roxbury 7 th Auguƒt 1775 
Field officer of the Day To Morrow Colon Ward 
Genll Spencers Regment to Find a Capt to Morrow 
for Main guard 
That the quarter Maƒters of the Several Regmts In 
campt at Roxbury Make a Diligant Search through 
there Reƒpective Regments and Colect all the Tooles 
which Belong to the Coloneys Service and Return 
them Imediatly To adjutant Bruer after which Every 
quartermaƒter To Draw Such Tooles as Shall be Neƒse-
sary for the Uƒe of the Regment and give his Recept 
For them So that it may be known where the Tooles 
are as they are often wanted on an Emergancy 
Detales C S S C Pts 
0 4 5 5 144 
Fnƒign Plat, quarter guard Raymd o 
Let William Fetigue Ely 5 
genll guard Billings 0 
Levt Rayd Main guard Willims 5 
Enƒign Lathm Meeting Picquit Hallam 0 
[Inside BAck Cover] 
The pitiƒion of Thomas Draper of Capt Whitings 
Compy 
To his Exclancy Genll putnam 
Sr I Beg the Favour of a Detachment of 43 Men as 
in advanc party to Go to alitons point in order to take 
Som torys there to Bring them up in the Rear and Go 
in at the South End of Boƒton and then Blow Up the 
Magaƒine I want orders Whether to Give Quarters to 
the kings troops or not 
1775 
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WASHINGTON'S COMMISSION T O CAPT. COIT 
FOR NAVEL SERVICE. 
Instructions tp Capt Coit Commander of the armed 
Schooner Harrison. 
i . You being already appointed a Captain in the 
Armt of the United Colonies of North America, are 
hereby directed to take the Command of a Detachment 
of said Army and proceed on board the armed Schooner 
Harrison, lately fitted out & equipped with Arms, Am-
munition & Provisions at the Continental expence. 
2. You are to proceed as Commander of said schooner 
immediately on a cruise against such Vessels as may be 
found on the High Seas or elsewhere, bound inward or 
outward to or from Boston, in the Service of the Minis-
terial Army, & to take & seize all such Vessels laden 
with Soldiers, Arms, Ammunition or Provisions for or 
from said Army, or which you shall have good Reasons 
to suspect are in such service. 
3. If you should be so Succeƒsful as to take any of 
said Veƒsels, you are immediately to send them to the 
nearest and safest Port to this Camp under a Careful 
Prize Master, directing him to notify me by Express 
immediately of such Capture with all Particulars, & 
there to wait my farther Direction. 
4. You are to be very particular and diligent in 
your Search after all Letters or other Papers tending to 
discover the Designs of the Enemy or of any other 
Kind, and to forward all such to me as soon as poƒsible. 
5. Whatever Prisoners you may take you are to 
'treat with Kindness & Humanity as far as is consistent 
with your own Safety, their private stock of Money & 
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Apparel to be given them after being duly searched, & 
when they arrive at any Port you are to apply to the 
Committee or to any officer of the Continental Army 
Stationed at such Port for a Guard to bring them up to 
Head Quarters. 
6. For your own Encouragement & that of the other 
Officers & Men to Activity & Courage in the Service 
over and above your Pay in the Continental Army, you 
shall be entitled to one third Part of the Cargo of every 
Veƒel by you taken & sent into Port (military & naval 
Stores only excepted, which with the Veƒsels & Apparel 
are reserved for the Public Service) which said third 
Part is to be divided among the Officers & Men in the 
following Proportions. 
Captain 6 shares 
1st Lieutenant . . . . 5 ditto 
2nd Lieutenant 4 ditto 
Surgeon 4 ditto 
Ship's Master 3 ditto 
Steward 2 ditto 
Mate 1½ ditto 
Gunner 1½ditto 
Boatswain 1½ditto 
Gunner's Mate & Serjents . . . . . . . . . . 1½ ditto 
Privates . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 ditto each 
7. You are particularly charged to avoid any En-
gagement with any Veƒsel of the Enemy tho you may 
be equal in strength or may [have] some small advan-
tage; the Design of this Enterprise being to intercept 
the supplies of the Enemy, which will be defeated by 
your running into unnecessary Engagements. In this 
your own Discretion & Prudence must Govern. 
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8. As there may be other vessels employed in the 
same service with yourself, you are to fix upon proper 
signals & your stations being Settled so as to take the 
greatest Range, avoid cruizing on the same grounds. If 
you should happen to take prizes in sight of each other, 
the Rules which take Place among private Ships of 
War are to be observed in the Distribution of the Prize 
Money. 
9. In Case of retaking the Veƒsel of any Friend to 
the American Cause, I will recommend it to such Person 
to make a suitable Compensation to those who have 
done such a service, but such veƒsels and cargoes do not 
come within the Directions respecting other Veƒsels. 
10. You are to be extremely careful and frugal of 
your Ammunition, by no means to waste it on Salutes 
or for any Purpose but what is absolutely neceƒsary. 
G. W A S H I N G T O N . 
Head Quarters, 
Octob. 22, 1775. 
